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Thls document (Volume V) supersedes the STS-I Descent OFP, Cycle 2 (ref. 3).
Volume V is one in a series that, taken together, will define the STS-I OFF.
The descent OFP is designed to meet the requirements given in the SSPO Flight Re-
quirements Document, STS-I (ref. 4), and is based on the approved groundrules
and constraints documented in volume I (ref. 5).
The trajectory data presdnted in this document should be used for Orbiter sys-
tems and subsystems evaluation, flight and Mission Control Center (MCC) software
verification, flight techniques and timeline development, crew tralning_ and .................
evaluation of operational mission suitability.
The entry profile ie very similar to Cycle 2; however, elevon and body flap tem-
perature margins have increased, and the elevon schedule was changed. The TAEM
profile was completely reshaped to conform with new angle-of-attack constraiats
and left-hand turn around the heading alignment cylinder. Also, the entry/TAliM
interface was adjusted to minimize guidance-induced angle-of-attack transients
across the interface. The approach and landing (A&L) phase was reshaped for a
20° glideslope and reduced velocity at touchdown.
The definition of the runway threshold has been standardized for all landing
sites. This results in a shift at EAFB in aim points and touchdown relative to
the threshold cf 1000 feet. (Ti,e physical location of aim points and touchdown
was not changee.) The rollout remains essentially unchanged with the exception




The STS-I w!ll be a 54.5-hourflightlaun_.hedfrom KennedySpace Center (KSC)on
March 31, 1980at 11:30Greenwichmean t_Je (GMT) The flighttest will be
achievedin a 150-n.ml. circularorbitwith a 40.3-degreeinclination. This
orbitwill be achievedby two o._-bitalmaneuveringsystem(OMS)maneuvers,OMS-
I (groundelapsed time (GET)= O0:10:34)and OMS-2 (GET= 00:45:50). The OMS-
I maneuverwill occurshortlyafte'rexternaltank (ET) separationwith the OMS-
2 maneuveroccurringat the apogeeof the orbit resultingfrom OMS-1. The pay-
load bay doors will be openedas early as possibleon day I. The Orbiterwill
be_placedin a Z-axis (payloadbay down) localvertical(Z-LV)attitudefor most
ofitheSTS-I flight. This attitudewill be maintainedunlessother requirements
(flighttest requirements,inertialmeasl*rer,_entunit alinement,etc.)preclude
Z-LV attitude. Two orbitalO_q maneuverswill be performedduring the flightto
sat_sflyflighttestobjectives. The OMS-3maneuver(delta-V: 30 tips)will bo
• performedfollowingthe deorbltrehearsalon day 2 at GET= 30:59:4a.The OMS-
4 maneuver(delta-V= 30 fps) will be performedapproximately30 minutesafter
the OMS-3 maneuverat GET = 31:29:44. Both of theseOMS maneuverswill be
.... performedout of planewith the Crbltcrremainingin a 150-n.ml. circular
orbit. Deorbit(GET : 53:31:04)will occur on April 2, 1980. _Jom[nalanding
will occuron runway23 duringa descendingpass (orbit_7) to _._,wardsAir Force
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3.0 DESCENT PROFILE OVERVIEW AND SUmmARY
3.1 DESCENt' PROFILE OVERVIEW
'lhe Orbiter descent profile is divided into four pha._es as follows:
a. The deorblt phase, which extends from attitude hold prior to the deorblt ma-
neuver to entry interface (El) at 400 000 feet altitude.
l
b. The entry phase, which extends ires E1 to the initiation of ).he terminal
area enmgy _anagement (TAEH} phase at an Pi_rth-relative velocity (Ve) el.......
2500 fps. The entry phase is divided into fou,' subphases as follows:
/(1) 'l'em_rature control "lhe temper.ature eontrel phase defines an entry pro-file shape consistent with the thermal protection
system (TPS) eonstraint,_: during the h_gh-heating
part of entry.
(2) Equillhrium glide 'lhe equilibrium glide phase provides an entry pro-
file that has the fundamental shape of equilibrium
flight. It is used durinF, the Inte,'mediate veloc-
ity region of entr'y.
(3) Constant drag - 'lhe constant drag phase provides a profile shape
eor_istent with control system limits.
(4) Transition - The transition phase provides a profile shape con-
sistent with the control system l_mJts and guides
the vehicle to the proper TAEM interface eonditlons.
A typiea± ently altitude-velocity profile showing the flight regime of
the four subphases is shown in figure 3.1-I.
c. The TAEM phase extends to the A&L interface qt a nomlnal altitude of I0 000
feet above the runway. 'lhe TAEM phase is divided into four subpbases
as follows:
(I) S-turn - 'ibismode is used only when A&L interface con-
straints cannot otherwise be met. The vehicle
turns away from the target until :,ufficient energy
_t; dissipated to a!iow a normal approach.
/
(2) AequisJtlon - '!he vehicle turns ,mt, il it is t,an_nt to the
nearest he_o_nF, ,_iinement cylJr_der and continues
until _t reaebr:: the ey'ind_,-.
. _3) Headingalinement- 'lhehead!{igalinementeyl_nd_,rin fc.llow,,dur.t_.l
the Orbitr-r ]t near t.h,-" runway _:ntry point.
..... " (4.) Prefir_a! - ! 'l'h_. vehiel._ leave,': the he_,din_, nl inement :_irci,-
, and rolls t.o acq_,ire-r.he runway €_ente:'iine.
i
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Figure 3.1-2 presents a typical TAEM gr0undtraok with subphases identified.
d. The A&h phase extends through rollout and is comprised of five subphases as
follows:
(I) Trajectory capture - Trajectory capture starts at the TAEM/A&L
! interface and steers the vehicle to the steep
glideslope. Normallyt the software cycles through
this phase only one time because the vehicle will
be on the glldeslope well within specified
tolerances.
(2) Steep glideslope - The steep glldeslope is tracked in elevation and
azimuth.
(3) Flare and shallow The glideslopc angle is reduced in preparation
glldeslope - for landing.
(4) Final flare - Final flare reduces the sink rate to near zero for
touchdown.
(5) Touohdo'_n and The vehicle is directed along the runway eenter-
rollout - llne from weight on wheels (flat turn) until
it comes tO a complete stop.
The A&L occurs essentially in the vertical plane containing the runway
oenterllne. Figure 3.1-3 shows a typical AaL trajectory and trajectory
subphases.
For additional information see references 6, 7, and 8.
3.2 DESCENT PROFILE CHANGES AND PROFILE SUMMARY FOR CYCLE 3
3.2.1 Sum_mary of Chan&es for Cycle 3
Table 3.2-I presents a sugary of the cycle 3 descent profile design changes.
Figure 3.2-I through 3.2-3 present a comparison of eleven and speedbrake sched-
ules and body flap deflections between cycles 2 and 3,
a. Entry- T!:e entry profiles are very similar with the exception of eleven and
body flap maximum temperatures and maximum temperature limits. The maximum
temperature limits were increased because the three-sigma dispersion allow-
ante _s reduced by 101° F on the body flap and 34° F on the eleven, and max-
imum tumperatures between the two surfaces were rebalanced by positioning
the eleven I° up as compared to 0o in cycle 2.
Table 3,2-II presents a comparison between cycles 2 and 3 thermal data, El
state vectors, and minimum margin above equilibrium glide.
b. Term!___l Area E_n_qer_y.Man_.ment (TAEM_ - Th_ T_! -_.p:_filc for cycle 3 was
reshaped to conform with new angle-of-attack constraints that resulted in a
4
L r _ __
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new dyna[nlc pressure reference and new dynamic pressure upper limits.
: (figs. 3.2-4 and 3.2-5).
The nominal altitude at TAEM interface was biased approximately 5000 feet
below the TA_4 reference altitude in order to force guidance to generate a
pitch-up command to minimize the pitch-down translent that normally occurs
at entry/°IEAM interface. Also, TAE21 was reshaped to fly a left-hand turn
i around the heading alinement cylinder (HAC) and to conform wlth a 20° outer
1 glideslcpe in A&L.
o.., Approach and Landin_ - The A&L outer glideslope was changed from 22° to 20°
_ as a result of Orbiter weight growth. The other changes enumerated in table• . ,
....... 3.2-I were motivated by a desire to reduce touchdown speed due to more re-
strictive tire and wheel constraints and a desire to provide satisfactory
landing conditions with this profile should the launch sllp into the summer
• months.
3.2.2 Descent Profile Sun=n,ary ........... .....
a. Deorblt - The deorbit maneuver is normally performed using two OMS engines;
however, deorbit targeting and OMS propellant loading provide the capability
to deorbit with either one OMS engine or the HCS engines using OMS propel-
lant to achieve the nominal entry conditlors.
This OMS loading makes it necessar:¢ to use 225 pounds of excess OMS propel-
lant for nominal deor_it to achieve the desired entry longitudinal center-
_ of-gravity (e.g.) position of 66.7 percent at El. This propellant wasting
is accomplished by an out-of-plane deorbit maneuver component resulting in
a total deorbit w:locity increment (delta V) of 292.9 fps with a thrust dura-
tion of 2 minutes 28 seconds e_d with a 25-mlnute 47-second free-fall time
between thrust termination and El.
b. _qtry - Nominal conditions at the EI of 406 O00 feet altitude are 4358
n. mi. range-to-go, 25 752 fps inertial velociLy, and -1.21 degrees inertial
flightpath angle with an Orbiter weight of 191 902 pounds.
A 40-degree angle of attack is maintained during the early part of atmos-
pheric descent to minimize the aerodynamic heating environment. This angle
of attack is maintained until the aerodynamic heating is reduced to.a rela-
tively low level with pltchover to a lower angle of attack beginning at an
Earth-relative speed of 14 500 fps. Zhis pitchover continues unti! an angle
of attack of 14.0 degrees is reached at the entry/TAEM intl.-face at 2500 fps
Earth-relative speed.
The entry profile is shaped in the temperature control r_gion to eonf_rm
with surface temperature limits at five control points on th_ vehlcle (fig.
6.2-3). V_qen 30 dispersions are considered (fig. 6.2-4), the surfa'o tr;m-
perature on the wing leading edge becomes mo.qt constraining_ '1_lispro_'i]e
was shaped to a wing leading-edge temperature llmit of 2663°F (table 6.2-
II) The heat load and maximum reference hcatir,g rate for t.hi_:trnj;,_tory
is _,q731 _.......2
.... _,,_ _d 6i.'qBtu/ItJisee,respectively.
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The entry angle-of-attackProfilefor STS-I resultsin a erossrangecapabil-
ity of 700 n. mi. ,.
J
c. I_EM- 'lheTAEM trajectoryis Shapedwithin the TAEM flightcorridorto mini-
mize trajectorytransientsand provideadequatemaneuvermargins for entry
trajectorydisperslons,winds,and aerodynamicuncertaintieswhile
maintainingdynamicpressure,descentrates,and turningrates that are ac-
ceptablefor compartmentventingand sonicboom overpressures.At
entry/TA_ interface,2500 fps relativevelocity,the dynamicpressureis
209 psf, which is near the centerof the flightcorriuor. '/hedynamicpres-
..... sure is reducedto 160 psf at Math 0.9 and is then ramped to the 265 psf " .....
required for the A&L phase outer g]ideslope (OGS).
d. Approachand Landing A&L phase is initializedwhenthe altitudede-
creases through10 000 feet. _he basicgeometryconsistsof a 20-degreeOGS
followedby a preflare/(firstflare)maneuverto a 1.5-degreeinner
glideslope(IGS). '/h_criteriaused for the designof theseconstantswere
to provideas shallowlanOGS as possiblewhile maintainingadequateperfor-
............... mance margins,to provideas°muchtime as possibleon the IGS, and to pro-
vide an energyreserveat nominaltouchdo_mcorrespondingto 4 secondsof
flight timeunder stressedconditions. Two OGS interceptpointsand two
speedbrakeretractionaltitudescan be used to accommodatefrom 20-percent
tailwindsto lO0-perientheadwinds. +
_o_&_01__: t_,eb_;_e_k_S1_O_e_Ot_e_al_ the trailposi-a constant473
fps equivalentairspeed(280knots equivalentairspeed(KE_S)or 265 psf dy-
namic pressure)on the OGS. Nominalspeeourakeretractionoccursat 2500
feet altitude. The prefiaremaneuverstartsat 2000 feet altitudeand is
designedto resultin:a normalaccelerationof 1.3 g's or less. '/hetransi-
tion from the pullupcircle to the exponentialcapturemode is commandedat
a range of 3784 feet from the runway threshold. When the veloeltydecreases
through270 KEAS, the landinggear is deployed. A nominalgear deployment
time of 7.5 seconds_is used and resultedin the gear being down and locked
11.8secondsprior to touchdown. 'lhis270 KEAS is the minimumvelocityto
,; start gear deployment and still have the gear down and locked 5 seconds
prior to touchdownfor a three-sigmadeploymenttime of 9.4 seconds.
Touchdown occurs at a range of 2942 feet past the runwaythresholuwith a
2.4-fps sink rate. _he velocity at touchdownis 185 KEAS, which equates to
a 8.l-secondenergyreserve;the groundrelativevelocityis 191 knots.
e. Touchdown and Rollout - Immediately after main-gear t0uchcown, the
spcedbrake is commanded to 50 percent, and a 6- to U-degree vehicle pitch at-
titude is _mintaincduntil the eq,|_valentairspeeddece_erate_to ]65 knots.
Derotation at a pitch rate of -3 deg/sec Js titancommandedwith weight on
nose gear occurringat a rangeof _)_8_.feet from the runwaythreshold. The
range at the end of rolloutis 9510 feet, which occurs 36 secondsafter
main-geartouchdown.
......... _ L ..............
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4.0 STS-I OFP FLIGHT DESIGN GHOUNDHULES _D C_NSTHAINTS
" The following groundrules and constraints (rel. 5) were used in the generation
of the OFP for STS-I.
4.1 GENERAL
,/
4.1.1 Trajectory techniques will provide maximum vehicle subsystem margins from
............ design specifications when possible. Priorities and trade analyses will
determine the best compromise when conflicts exist. -- ..........................
4.1.2 The launch date is _areh 31, 1980 at 11:30:00 GMT (6:30 a.m. EST).
I
4.1.3 The nominal orbit is 150/150 n. mi.
4.1.4 The nominal inclination is 40.3 degrees. This inclination will provide
an ET groundtrack that, for excessive _CO overspeeds, passes to the
south of King Island and north of the Furneaux Group off the southern
coast of Australia.
4.1.5 Nominal and abort to orbit (ATO) landings will be on Rogers Lakebed
runway 23 at EAFB. Abort-once-around (AOA) landing will be on runway 17
at Northrup strip. Landing for glide return to launch _ite (GRTLS) will
be on runway 15 at KSC. Because of the Digh probability of landing on
either runway 15 or 33 for RTLS, OFT performance assessment will be based
on the capability to achieve either runway for RTLS. Nominal and abort
landing site locations are given in appendix A.
4.1.6 Standard GSTD_ contact data will be provided for selected stations
depending on the mission phase. Table II of appendix A establishes the
AOS/LOS computational requirements for each phase. Minimum elevation may
be computed assuming zero degree or 3 degrees maximum elevation with no
masking. However, normally all AOS/LOS is computed assuming zero degree
elevation with masking and keyholes considered. Exclusion of a site from
table II, appendix A does not preclude it from being used in the tracking
network.
4.1.7 All landings (nominal, abort, and contiI_ency) except AOA will be no
earlier than 30 minutes after sunrise and no later than 30 minutes before
sunset. AOA landings may be as early as sunrise. It is desirable that
nominal landing at EAFB occur prior to 10:OO a.m. local time.
4.1.8 A l-hour launch window (as a minimum) will be provided.
.--- 7
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4.1.9 There is no ontime launch requirement.
4.1.10 There are to be two crewmen. Crew provisions will be loaded for 5 days.
4.1.1 The planned flight duration will be approximately 54 hours.
.... 4.1.12 There will be landing opportunities at EAFB on at least four orbits each
day. " _. _
_.I.13 The payload will include the developm:_t flight instrumentation (DFI),
the induced environment contamination monitor (IECM), the aerodynamic co-
efficients identification package (ACIP), and the Orbiter experiments
(OEX) tape recorder. Mass properties for total payload weight are given[
{ in appendix A.
i 4.1.14 The payload bay doors (PLBD) are to be opened as soon as operationally
practicable after OMS-2. However, the contingency capability will exist
to leave the PLBD closed for up to 8 hours following OMS-2.
- 4.1.15 (Deleted)
4.1.16 All nominal deorbit opportunities will be planned such that the entry
crossrange is <550 n. m£.; however, a crossrange of _690 n. mi. is ac-
ceptable for AOA and contingency cases.
4.1.17 (Deleted)
4.1.18 Reaction control system (RCS) backup deorbit capability is required.
For this contingency, propellant from both 0_4S pods is assumed to be
available.
4.1.19 The deorblt targeting will be biased to accommodate the designated
backup deorbit propulsion mode.
4.1.2D Aerodynamic data, atmosphere and wind models, I-load values, software
baseline (including implemented CR's), engine data, assumed constants,
geodetic locations for TACAN/M._BLS!Iaunchand landir_,sites and m_ss
properties data for the nominal, RTLS, ATO, and AOA ar,alysi_are
spcclficd in ap2e,_lixA. T}:elimitations and constraints defined in
8
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1 volume I and volume II of the SODB (JSC-08934) w!ll be adhered to
in the design of the nominal and abort OFP profile except as defined
in appendix B. (See 4.1.21.)
4.1.21 Appendix B su_marlzes the groundrules and constraints that deviate
either from reference 2 or from reference 3 of this document.
4.8 DESCENT - DEORBIT
r
4.8.1 The IMU alinement will be designed to minimize the IMU misalincment at
• the entry interface. To maintain system perfor_ar_eemargins, the maximum
platform misalinement at entry interface will be 950 arc-seconds. For a
contingency where degraded system performance margins are necessary dur-
ing entry, the maximum IMU misalinement at entry interface will be 1900
arc-seconds.
4.8.2 The deorbit m_euver will nominally be performed using two OMS engines,
but due to targeting and guidance flexibility, the capability will exist
to dc_mmode to other thruster configurations during the burn. Specifi-
cally, the TIG and targets will be selected so that if one OMS engine
"ails at TIG, or any time later in the burn, the deorbit maneuver can be
successfully completed using the remaining O_ engine. Furthermore, if
the other OMS engine should also fail at the same time or at any time
-- ! after the first failure, the deorbit maneuver could still be successfully
completed using the +X RCS engines.
4.8.3 Propellant-crltlcal contingency deorbit will be based on a shallower-
than-nominal targeting criteria to provide the best compromise between
deorblt capability, PCS propellant availability for attitude control dur-
ing atmospheric descent, and entry thermal environment.
4.8.4 Between the termination of the deorblt maneuver (except ATO) and entry
interface for two OMS, one O5_, and RCS modes that result from the triple
downmodlng operation, a minimum free-fall tlme of 15 minutes is required
for entry preparation.
4.8.5 In addition to satisfying the entry velocity, flightpath angle, and range
requirements, the deorbit maneuver will include an out-o:-plane component
to achieve an acceptable Orbiter entry interface center of gravity and
weight.
4.8.6 .The Orbiter entry weight will be minimized by reducing remaining con-
tent with reasonable operations techniques.
9
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4.8.7 When selectingthe nominaldeorbitrevolution,itis highlydesirableto
have communication with and tracking of the spacecraft postdeorbit.
4.8.8 During descent, the Orbiter shall operate within the limits established
in Structural Flight Restrictions for Orbital Flight Test Program (SD78-
SH-0121).
t
4.9 DESCENT - ENTRY THROUGH ROLLOUT
4.9.1 The environment model used for computing the nominal OFP will be a mean
monthlyatmosphericmodel for the plannedentrydate as definedby the °:-,
: Fou_-DGlobalReferenceAtmosphericModel. The environmentmodel for the
nominal profile simulation will not include winds.
l
i
4.9'.2The entry profilewill be shapedto achievea balancebetweenthe TPS sur-
face andbondlinetemperaturesandOrbiterstructuraltemperaturessuch ......




4.9.4 Entry-through-landing profiles will conform to control surface hinge mo-
ment limits, aerodynamic load limits, actuator rate limits, and struc-
tural load limits. For actual Orbiter weights for nominal end of mis-
sion, the structural load limits are +0.3 to 2g normal lo_d factor be-
tween a Maeh no. of 5.0 and an Earth relative speed of 24 000 fps and
-0.3 to 2.0g nermal load factor for a Maeh no. _5
4.9.5 Optimization of the entry profiles will include consideration of sonic
boom ground-level overpreseures.
4.9.6 Nominal entry profiles will be targeted so that post-blackout target
changes are not required. However, the profiles will be .shaped to
maximize post-blackout redesignation eapab{llty.
4.9.7 At entry interface, the nominal Orbiter longitudinal e.g. will be _)o.70
percent and the lateral e.g. displacement will be 0.0. The nomlnal vertl-











4.9.8 The terminalarea energyv_nagement(TAEH)guldsncereferencedynamlo
_ pressurewill be based on the conceptof flyingdirectlyto the heading
alinementclrolewithoutemployingan S-turn in tailwindconditions.
Additionally,this dynamlepressurswill allow the TAEH/approachand land-
ing interfaceconstraintsto be met in the presenceof severeheadwinds.
The energycontrolwill provideconditionssuitablefor tho initiationof
a r.anualapproach. ,!
, /
4.9.9 The TA_M profilewill/beeompatlble_tithmanualand automaticmodes of
operatlon. / ................. :
%/ \
4.9.10 The max q will be limitedto 300 psf for a Math number >5 and to 342 psf
" for a Mmch number<5. The dynamicpressureon the nominalprofilewill
be less than 240 p_f for a _ch number>5 and less than 300 psf for a
Mach number<5. _irlngthe terminalarea maneuversfor a Hath number
':2.5,the minimum_ynamicpressurewill be restrictedto a value that
. keeps the vehicle'slift/drag(L/D)on the front side of the L/D curve.
........ Therefore,the minimumdynamicpressureIs a functionof Orbiterweight
and varies from 133 to 161 psf as the Orbiter weight varies from 181 000
to 218 000 poundsi
I
4.9.11 To conformto compartmentventingconstraints,the maximumdescentrate
and dynamicpressurewill be 400 fps and 300 psf, respectively,in the
transonicregion In addition,the minimumdynamicpressureon the noml-




The Orbiter mass properties and e.g. locations (ref. 9) used to design the STS-I
deorbit-through-landing flight profile are presented in table 5.0-I. The OM_
loading requirement is su=_arlzed in table 5.0-If. The state vectors at deorblt
ignition minus 35 minutes, deorbit ignition, and EI minus 5 minutes (descent
"_ simulation initiation), and EI arc presented in table 5.0-1II.
The STS-I deorbit trajectory presented in this document _s generated using the
space vehicle dynamics simulation (SVDS) program (ref. 10). All phases were
simulated with the SVDS 6-degree°of-freedom option, except the initial coast pe-
r!od prior to deorblt, whlcn was simulated with the 3-degree-of-freedom option.
The STS-I entry trajectory was generated using the 6-degree-of-freedom SVDS pro..... .............."
gram documented in reference 11. The flight profile is generated using zero
winds and the aerodynamics data defined in the April 1979 Aerodynsmlc Design
Data Book (ref. 12). The atmospheric model used for this profile is the mean
monthly atmospheric model for the month of April, as defined by the Four-D
Global Reference Atmospheric Model (ref. 13) and is presented in table 5.0-IV.
Table 5.0-V presents pressure density and temperature deviations from the 1962
Standard Atmosphere. The density deviation data are presented graphically in
fig. 5.0-I. The 6-degree-of-freedom integrated flight control system (IFCS), as
decribed in reference 14 and supported in reference 15, was used during the de-
scent phase. Guidance commands and control surface deflectlons were implemented
using the automode logic for all channels. Longitudinal control is maintained
by the moments resulting from the modulation of the elevons and body flap and
from RCS jet firings. Lateral-dlrectional control is maintalned via moments
resulting from ail_ron and rudder deflections and from RCS Jet firings. A
preset speedbrake schedule is v_intained until M = 0.9. Flight control sensor
r and controller moc_els(ref. 16) were utilized. Thermal models _.sedto define
TPS surface and backface temperatures are the simplified models described in ref-
erence 17. The entry, TAEM, and autoland _21dande (with modifications from ref-
erence 18) used in simulating the STS-I profile are defined in reference 16. The
navigation simulation used in this reference trajectory is defined in references
19 and 20. Coordinate system definitions are contained in reference 21.
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The cycle 3 descentprof!!ois initiatedwith a deorbltmaneuverat 53:31:04
GET. The deorbitm.qneuveris followedby a coast periodof 25 minutes 42 sec-
onds prior to the EI, which occursat 400 00_Teot altltude. The entry phase of
the profilebeginsat El and is terminatedat the enSry/T#_Minterface,wh,oh
occursat a relativevelocityof 2500 fps. ThQ TAEM phaseof the profileis
terminatedat the TAEH/A&Linterface,which occursat approximatelyHath 0.6 and
at an altitudeof 10 000 feet Hodified.autoiandguidance,which simulatesa
manuallyflo_ trajectory,is used to guide the Orbiterto touchdown.
The prime landingsite for STS-I is runway23 on Rogers Lakebedat EAFB. The
runwayazimuthand the coordinatesystemsorigin,with respectto the Fischer
1960 ellipsoidfor runway23, are 244.41degreeseast of north,34.9{>degrees
north geodetic latitude, and 117.820 degrees west longitude, and 208..O feet el-
• titude (ref.5).
The designof the STS-I OFP has resultedin a changein postdeorbit_rackingby
- the Guam stationas reflectedin a decreasein maximumelevationang_ from 23.5
degreesfor the previousprofileto 16.7 degreesfor this profile. _:,_; _-
matcly5.5 minutesof trackingcoverageis providedbased on being clearof ....
masking.
A detaileddiscussionof the deorbit,entry,TAEH, and A&L phasesi_ presented
in sections6.1 through6.4. The descentgroundtrackis presentedin figure
6.O-I. An overallsequenceof eventsis presentedin table6.0-I.
- !
6.1 DEORBIT
STS-I will be launchedfrom KSC into an approximate150-n.ml. altitudecircular
orbit with a 40.3-degreeinclination.The nominaldeorbltmaneuveris thrust-
initiatedat 53:31:04GET duringthe 36th'orbit,with subsequentlandingon
RogersLakebedrunway23 at EAFB at 10:01a.m. PST. The 36th orbit was seleeted
for deorbitbecauseit providesthe best combinationof predeorbitand
postdeorblttrackingand communication.A backupdeorbltopportunityoccursdur-
InK the 37th orbitwith degradedpostdeorblttrackinganQ co_munlcatlonand with
no coverageduringthe last orbit throughthe Ascensiontr_'eklngstation. The
STS-I orbitsthat providedeorbitopportunitieswith subsequentlandingsat EAFB
are presentedin table 6.1-I. The deorbitmaneuverwill be nominallyperformed
using two OHS engines,with a capabilityto downmodsto eithera one-O_ engine
or RCS thruster configuration if required. The time of ignition (TIG) is biased
to providethe capabilityto achievethe sa_e desiredEI statevector wlth a
two-OMSmaneuver,a one-OMSmaneuver,or a .X RCS maneuver. The range-inertial
veloclty-lnertlalflightpathangle target linesfor these conditionsare
presentedin figure6.1-I.
The deorbitguidancemaneuversthe Orbiter to the desiredEI conditionsassuming
a conic coast. The deorblttargetsrepresentthe actualdesiredEI conditions,
SO biased targetsmust be used onboardto achievetheseconditions. The






central angle between ignition and El (Sf) by 0.003 degree to account for Earth
oblateness effects. //
/
The inplane two-O_ deorbit delta V for the biased TIG and targeting is 282 fps.
It is necessary to use 225 pounds of excess OF_ propellant to achieve the
desired entry longitudinal c.g. position of 66.70 percent with a resulting
Orbiter entry weight of 191 902 pounds This propellant wasting for the two-O_B
deorbit is accomplished by an out-of-plane deorbit maneuver with a total delta
V of 292.9 fps. The burn duration is 2 minutes 28 seconds followed by a 25-
minute 42-second free-fall time from thrust termination to EI. For the one-OHS
backup deorbit, the biased TIG and targeted total delta V is 292.9 fps, and the
resulting out-of-plane propellant wasting is 375 pounds to achieve the entry
e.g. and weight. The one-O_,_deorbit burn maneuver lasts 4 minutes 56 seconds+
with a free-fall time of 23 minutes 15 seconds. For the +X RCS deorblt, the
total delta V is 270 fps wlth a resulting weight an_ e.g. of 191 827 pounds and 1
.. 66.78 percent, respectively. /The +X RCS deorbit uurn lasts 7 minutes 32 sec-
onds with a free-fall time of/20 minutes 36 seconds. Significant deorblt parame-
ters are summarized in tablej6.1-II. The OMS propellant usage is depicted graph-
ically in figure 6.1-2. /
I
+ The ideal maneuver pads (MNVR PADS) for the two-OF3, the one-OMS, and
the +X RCS deorbit modes are shown in tables 6.1-III, IV, and V, respectively.
Similar computer-generated displays at selected events from the6-DOF two-OF3
nominal EOM simulation are presented in table 6.I-VI. The differences between
the actual and ideal attitudes are due to deadbands in the attitude control
systems. The Deorbit-Et,try_LandingPad (DEL PAD) for the nominal EOM is
presented in table 6.1-_,II.I The time history plots Of trajectory, attitude, and
burn-related parameters from the 6-DOF deorbit simulation are presented in fig-
ures 6.1-3 through 6.1-20. •
The APU's are started 5 minutes before the deorblt maneuver and remain operating
until landing. Aerosurface!cycling is not required for this flight because of
the benign thermal environment. Nominal conditions at EI are 4358 n. mi. range
to go, 25 752 fps inertial velocity, and -1.21 degrees inertial flightpath
angle. These nominal conditions at EI have changed slightly from the cycle 2
values of 4399 n. mi., 25 753 fps, and -1.18 degrees, respectively. The nomi-
nal end-of-mission reference to stable member matrix (REFS_'ATS)for stable mem-
bers I, 2, and 3 are presented in table 6.I-VIII. The RELMATS and RELQUATS for
the deorbit maneuver are presented in table 6.I-IX.
A R_LMAT is a mean-of-50-to-attitude display indicator (ADI) reference frame
transformation matrix. For the deorbit/entry flight phase, two RELP_TS are used
called the REF RELI&%Tand the INRTL REL_T (RELMAT's nlne-element _trices, are!
converted to RELQUATS, four element quaternions, for onboard use).
The REF RELMAT is computed so that when the vehicle is in the nominal dcorbit at-
titude (includes out-of-plane:wasting), the ADI attitudes (REF setting) will
read pitch = ,80O, yaw = O°,:roll = 0°. The INRTL is computed so that if
waPtlng is terminated at ignition and the vehicle is maneuvered back inplane,
the ADI attiudes (INRTL settir_) will read pitch = 180O, yaw = 0°, roll = 0°.
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The ADI attitudes are assumed to be computed in a pitch/yaw/roll sequence with
the ADI in a +X sense direction.
6.2 _TRY
The STS-I EI-through-landlng groundtraek is presented in figure 6.2-I. Entry
profile shaping, control surface deflection schedules, nominal trajectory data,
and the aerodynamic crossrange capability are discussed in sections 6.2.1,
6.2.2, 6.2.3, and 6.2.4, respectively. Significant trajectory parameters for
the entry are presented in figures 6.2-2 through 6.2-50. Table 6.2-I presents
a comparison of the trajectory and aerosurface parameters u_ed in designing the ...........
......... STS-I profile to the actual values achieved by the profile. The entry-through-
landing guidance constants (I-loads) are given in appendix A.
6.2.1 Entry Profile Shapi_
!
The objective of the entry profile shaping for STS-I is co minimize the effects
of the TPS thermal environment, maximize the FCS performance margins, and mini-
mize structural loads _ilo providing sufficient maneuver nargins to compensate
for trajectory, navigation, aerodynamic, and environment dispersions. In some
cases, these objectives result in conflicting requirements for _he entry pro-
file. For example, shortening the entry range reduces-the TPS backface tempera-
tures but increases the TPS surface temperatures for a particular angle-of-
attack profile.
F The entry profile developed for STS-I is a compromise between the onfllcting re-
qulrements for profile shaping. The angle-of-attack profile for STS-I (fig.
6.2-2) is designed to provide improved thermal conditions at high speeds at the
expense of erossrange capability and differs from the design entry profile
developed to achieve a high crossrange by maintaining the initial entry angle of
attack at lower speeds, thus eliminating the intermediate ramp to the lower
angle-of-attack levels required for high crossrange. Minor deviations from the
reference angle-of-attack profile occur as a result of the incorporation of
angle-of-attack modulation logic in the entry guidance. This involves modula-
tion of the angle of attack to prevent major deviations from the drag accelera-
tion profile during the pullout maneuver and during roll reversals. The
reference angle-of-attack profile and the drag-veloclty profile are very
similar to those of reference 3.
With this reference angle-of-attack profile, the entry corridor, as llmtted by
TPS surface temperatures, structural loads, flight control considerations, and
the equilibrium glide capability, can be defined. This latter constraint must
be met to ensure that the flight conditions can be sustained (i.e., no subse-
quent trajectory transients will necessari]y occur) and that cro_srange man-
euvering is possible. The corridor, as limited by these considerations, is
presented in figure 6.2-3(a) in the drag acceleration relative velocity plane.
The TPS backface temperature is minimized by dissipating the Orbiter kinetic and
potential energy as quickly as possible within the limits defined by systems and
by flight dynamic constraints as illustrated in figure 6.2-3. Tnls is achieved
by =_intaining the dra_.acc_l_rat.lo_as h___.,a_ ,_"_ thrcughout entry
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consistent with surface temperature, systems, and flight dynamics constraints.
The backface is more sensitive to the drag acceleration level at the higher
speed during entry and is relatively insensitive tothe drag acceleration level
at speeds below 10 000 to 12 O00 fps.
The basic policy in shaping for the thermal criteria is to first achieve the sur-
face temperature margin and then the backface temperature margin. In the event
both criteria cannot be met, the backface temperature criterion is exceeded
whilethe surface temperature criterion is met. !!owever,this OFP marginally
meets both the surface and backface temperature requirements with onorbit
coold6wn prior to deorbit.
i
_'nedesign-drag-acceleration/veloclty profile for this update is very similar to
the previous operational flight profile (ref. 3). The drag-velocity corridor is
restri_ted between the surface temperature constraint boundaries and the equilib-
k rium glide boundary in the high-velocity region of entry. The drag profile in
this region reflects a slight increase in vehicle structural temperatures when
compared to the previous profile as a result of the small increase in Orbiter
weight. This drag-acceleratlon profile intercepts the same constant drag level .......
as in the previous operational piDfile at 33 fPs2. From this point, the de-
sign-drag-acceleratlon profile is essentially unchanged from the previous OFP
down to 3564 fps. Between 3564 fps and 2500 fps, a slight change in the angle-
of-attack schedule resulted in a small change in the drag-aeceleratlon profile.
At entry/TAEM interface the design drag acceleration was reduced slightly from
21.0 fps2 for cycle 2 to 20.8 fps2 for the current profile.
An entry weight of 191 902 pounds was used for the current entry profile
compared to 189 844 pounds for the previous cycle 2 design profile of reference
3; the longitudinal center-of-gravlty position remains unchanged at 66.7 per-
cent. The i.creased Orbiter pitchdown moment reflected in the April 19_9
aerodynamic data of reference 12 requires smaller down control surface deflec-
tions. The ±12.5-degree azimuth deadband is replaced by a ±10.5-degree deadband
until the first roll reversal is completed, after which the m_gnitudc of the
deadband is expande@ to ±17.5 degrees. The change in the deadhead limit is made
to keep the first roll reversal from occurring at the guidance phase change from
the _mperature control phase to the equilibrium glide phase. This reduces the
probability of a transient occurring in the drag acceleration profile during
a guidance phase change.
There have been no changes in the TPS surface temperatures model since reference
3 was published. In shaping the STS-I entry profile, the TPS surface
temperatues were evaluated at five locations as illustrated in f_gure 6.2-4. The
slngle-misslon maximum surface temperatures are 2600° F for high-temperature re-
usable surface insulation (HRSI) material, (LI-1100), 2700° F for HRSI material
on the chine (LI-2200), and 2800° F for the RCC material on the nose and wing
leading edge. Because the TPS surface temperatures are computed using a
simplified TPS model, the limiting temperatures on the nose and wing leading
edge must be adjusted to 2950° F to account for a bias in the temperature pre-
diction. The most critical surface temperature location is on the•wing leading






The surface temperature limits and margins u_ed for aerodynamic heatlnK uncer-
tainties and trajectory dispersions in des_gnlng the STS-I OFP are presented in
table 6.2-II. Because the aerodynamic heating uncertainties and effects of
trajectory dispersions on the TPS temperatures are independent, the effects of
these two sources of temperature dispersions are combined statistically by the
root-sum-square technique. In addition, the eleven temperature can be further
dispersed because of steady-state deflections required to compensate for later-
al e.g. offset and airframe asymmetries and by transient deflections required
for hlgh-frequency attitude control. Table 6.2-V lists the source of these
eleven and body flap surface deflection errors. The temperature dispersions
resulting from these eleven deflections were added to the combined aerodynamic.
heatln_ uncertainty and trajectory dispersion effects. The mater!al limits on
the nominal surface temperatures are translated into constraints on the entry
I1
corridor in figure 6.2-3(a)_ The limiting surface temperatures are on the for-
ward chine (control point 6) at Velocities gre_t,_, than 19 500 fps and on the \
outer eleven underside (control point 4) at velocities less than 19 500 fps.
When translated into constraints on the entry corridor, the two-s!gma _nd
three-sigma thermal boundaries give limiting surface temperatures on the wing
leading edge (control point 3) at velocities greater than 17 500 fps and onf
the outer eleven underside at velocities less than 17 500 fps as illustrated
........in flgure 6.2-3(b). Alsolshown in figure 6.2-3(a) are the effects of additional
oonstralnts and the guidelines on the entry corridor. On the first flight, it
is desirable to limit thelstructural loads to a 2.0g normal !oad factor, which
is 80 percent of the deSi_ value of 2.5g's. Also shown for information
purposes is the 1.5g normll load factor llne.
The Orbiter eleven and boy flap surface temperature limits during entry for
this profile have increased from those of the previous profile. The eleven and
body flap control surfaceitemperature limits have increased 34 degrees and 101
degrees, respectively. TheSe increases are primarily due to the technique in
which the the trajectory dispersion effects were evaluated. The present profile
provides an improvement in the temperature control margin for the body flap and
eleven because of the increased aerodynamic pltchdown moment characteristics
reflected in the aerodynamic update. The increased pitehdown moment requires
decreased control surface down deflections. Additionally, the eleven defleotlon
schedule has been changed from the cycle 2 zero-deflection schedule to a 1-deEree
up deflection schedule in the hiF_-heating region. This results in a more favor-
able balance of temperature margins on the body flap and eleven.
The heat load and maximum reference heating rate on this trajectory is 53 731
Btu/ft2 and 61,4 Btu/ft2/se(_,respectively, compared to the respective cycle 2
values of 53 147 Btu/ft2 and 59.7 Btu/ft2/sec.
i
The equilibrium glide boundary defines the mlni_um drag level that the time rate
of change of fllghtpath angle can be maintained equal to zero. Thus, this llne
defines the limit for sustaining equillbr)um flight. Although flight conditions
with lower values of drag acceleration can be achieved, thlo condition is tempo-
rary, and a subsequent trajectory transient to higher drag acceleration will
occur. This equilibrium glide boundary ls a function of bank angle as well as
angle of attack and relatlve!veloclty. Therefore, the boundaries were defined




crossrange maneuvering. This minimum bank angle is a function of entry speed
wlth bl._hervalues required to overcome the higher inertia at high.speeds.
Thus, _ne entry guidance uses two discrete levels of minimum bank ar,gle to
aehle,,cturning; 37 degrees at high speeds amd 20 degrees at low speeds.
These bank angle limits result in significant turning capability with little
loss m entry corridor because turning capability and entry corridor are
functions of the sine ar.dcosine of'the bank angle, respectively.
The entry profile was shaped to aatisfy _he surface temperature constraints
while keeping the drag level as high as possible to minimize the backface temper-
ature. The resulting nominal entry profile is presented in figure 6.2-3 along
with the entry corridor. The summary of the resulting thermal environment for ...........................
several surface panels is presented in table 6.2-III. Orbiter surface tempera-
ture limits and margins for the five temperature control points of interest are
presented in table 6.2-IV. Data in this table are based on a 50-case Monte
Carlo analysis, Appendix C. Table 6.2-V presents the eleven and body flap bias
and random errors used to compute corresponding TPS temperature dispersions.
When the three-sigma trajectory and deflection dispersions from this analysis
are combined with the aerothermal heating dispersion and added to the maximum
mean temperature, the actual OFP temperature margins can be determined. Table
6.2-V shows that the OFP is designed with sufficient temperature margins to main....
tain acceptable surface temperatures. The Monte Carlo analysis results demon-
strate that the backface temperature margin is the same as that anticipated by
the design of the OFP. The negative back-face temperature margin shown on panel
2 is representative cf an AOA case where high initial vehicle temperatures
(summer launch) are encountered. Acceptable back-face temperature margin for
EOM will be achieved by onorbit cool down, if required.
A 40-degree angle of attack is maintained during the early part of atmospheric
descent to minimize the aerodynamic heating environment. This angle of attack
is maintained until the aerodynamic heating is reduced to a relatively low level
with pitchover to a lower angle of attack beginning at an Earth-relatlve speed
of 14 500 fps. This pitchover continues until an angle of attack of 14.0 de-
grees is reached at the entrylTA_ interface at 2500 fps Earth-relative speed.
The low-speed part of the entry profile; during transition to the low-angle-of-
attack and trajectory conditions at the TAEM interface, was shaped to achieve
the desired TAEM initial flight conditions and to maintain the entry profile at
the location in the entry corridor that maximizesthe capability to compensate
for navigation, aerodynamic, and environmental dispersions while providing
a capability for postblackout runway redesignation. The target flight conditions
at this interface were selected to provide proper positioning within the
TAEM flight corridor and the entry profile was designed to achieve these
conditions. The lateral guidance requirement of a roll reversal at 2900
fps result,,"in a lower dynamic pressure and a shallower flightpath angle
than desi _d at the entry/TAEM interface. Although the roll reversal results
in transient trajectory conditions being present at entry/TAEM interface,
these flight conditions are sufficiently close to the target interface conditions
to allow for rapid convergence of conditions within the TAEM flight corridor
by the selected TAEM profile.
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The transition phase angle-of-attack schedule remained the same as that of the
previous profile with the exception of a slight change in the profile between
3564 fps and 2500 fps. This change incorporates a linear angle-of-attack ramp
and provides a design angle of attack of 14.0 degrees at the entry/TAEM
interface compared with 13.5 degrees for the cycle 2 profile.
6.2.2 Control Surface Deflection Schedules
The nominal elevator and speedbrake deflection schedules and the eorresp0nding
body flap defleetionm are designed to aerodynamically trim the Orbiter to
maximize the effectiveness of the control surfaces, to p:_vide Orbiter attitude
control while maintaining aerodynamic heating on the control surfaces within _
limlts, and t_ minimize the attitude control moments required from the _CS. The
elevator deflection schedule (rof..14) and actual elevator deflection, the
speedbrake schedule, and the actual body-flap deflection to accomplish this are
presented in figures 6.2-5 and 6.2-6. During tne pc.fledof high aerodynamic
heating, the speedbrake is fully retracted to minlmlZe the aerodynamic heating
on these surfaces, and elevator and body-flap deflection schedules are balanced
- to control the surface temperatures of these two control surfaces. At speeds ......
above 13 600 fps, the elevator is maintained at I degree up, and the body fl o
is deflected approximately 7.0 degrees down during most of this region. A "In-
ear ramp is introduced in the elevator schedule at 13 600 fps to move the eleva-
tor to a 5.0-degree down deflection at 4000 fps. This down deflection is neces-
sary to ensure that the rolling moment due to aileron deflection is not nulled
by the rolling moment from the yaw angle induced by the aileron deflection.
This provides favorable aileron yawing moment characteristics (Cn6A) required
when using the aileron to compensate for the aerodyndmic moments caused by lat-
eral e.g. offset and aerodynamic asymmetries.
Use of the rudder is initiated at Maeh 3.5, but rudder effectiveness is ini-
tially low. Aileron control for lateral-directional trim is gradually reduced
from this point as the rudder effectiveness increases. For th_s reason, the
5.0-degree down elevator deflection is maintained between 4000 fps and 3000 fps.
At 3000 fps, the elevator is moved to a position favorable to switching to a tra-
ditional airplane-type flight control system (FCS). The FCS is blended from the
early-to-late configuration in the _._chrange from 3.0 to 0.9, _here traditional
alrplane-type control surface functioning is introduced. In the Mach range from
2 to 1.5, the elevator is at 3 degrees up deflection to minimize the effect of
elevator deflection on lateral dynamics and to aid in the reduction of eleven
hinge moments. In the transonic speed range, the elevator is deflected to a
down position to reduce the eleven hinge moment.
The speedbrake is deflected to a full-out position at a speed of 9000 fps to in-
duce a pitchup monent so that the elevator can normally be deflected down in
this region. Conversely, at a speed of 2500 fps, the speedbrake is retracted to
65 degrees to improve rudder effectiveness (Cn6r) and reduce the nose-up
pitching moment. At subsonic speeds, the nominal speedbrake deflection is the
midvaluc to allow for modulation for speed control. The body flap is used to




The crossrango capability is a function of energy and targetir_ conditions at
EI. For this reason the early AOA with an apogee altitude of 105 n. ml. is most
restrictive for STS-I. This p,_fil_ has a nominal crossrange capability of 792
n. mi., _th a 99.86percent probability of achieving a 700-n.mi. crossrange
with the first roll reversal occurring at a relative velocity of 3500 fps. How-
over, for normal operations, the Orbiter should limit the maximum entry
crossrange to 550 n. mi. !
/
6.3• TAEM / \/
The primary factors that influence trajectory shaping during the TAEM phase are
aerodynamic maneuver capability, adequate margins to compensate for winds and
dispersions, compartment venting requirements, flight control contraints, and
sonic boom overprossure considerations. The best profile for providing flight
control and aerodynamic maneuver margins, reducing transonic hinge moments,
mlni_.izlngsonic boom overpressures and optimizing compartment venting is a pro-
file with low dynamic pressure and Ligh angle of attack in the transonic region.
The TAEM altitude reference has been shaped to provide a mmooth dynamic pressure
and angle-of-attack transition from TAEM guidance initiation at 2500 fps Earth-
relative velocity to 1_ch 0.9, which avoids flight control lateral directional
constraints and provides adequate maneuver margins without excessive sonic boom
over-pressures. The TAEM dynamic pressure is then ramped to achieve the A&L egg
requirements. Since reference 3 was published, a left-hand tu_ onto the OGS
has been incorporated intoithe TAEM phases.
Significant STS-I trajectory parameters for the TAEM phase ar_ presented in fig-
ures 6.3-I through 6.3-23. The TAE_through-landing groundtraek is given in fig-
ure 6.3-I. The entry/TA_ interface condltlcns are sur_marizedin table 6.3-I.
Appendix A lists the TAEM guidance constants required for this profile.
The guidelines and constraints used in defining the flight corridor during the
TAEN region are presented in figures 6.3-2 and 6.3-3 in the dynamic pressure-
relative velocity plane and in the angle-of-attaek-_oh number plane, respec-
tively. Figure 6.3-2 presents the flight llmits for the structural and flight
control systems, the ground-level sonic boom overpressure, the minimum dynamic
pressure that contralns operation to the front side of the L/D curve as required
by the TAEM guidance altitude and energy controllers, and the dynamic pressure
limit to accommodate vehicle pressure differentials due to compartment venting
limitations. The sonic boom guideline corresponds to a 2.0 ib/ft2 ground-
level overpressure and is ba:_edon the dat_:and analysis given in reference
The TAEM dynamic pressure profile in figure 6.3-2 is shaped to achieve an
anglo-of-attack profile that will avoid the new lateral/dlrectlonal dynamic sta-
bility ( 3 dynamic) boundary resulting from theAprll 1979 aeroelastie updates
(ref. I_ At entry/TAEM interface the dynamic pressure at Inltlatlon of TAEM
_ __..... _........_= _=_:uaz pro:2i_ deei_) _nd is near the
center of the flight corridor. The dynamic pressure is then gradually reduced
to 160 psf at Mach 0.9 to achieve angle-of-attack flight that will avoid
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the Cn8 dynamic stability boundary. The dynamic pressure is then ramped
to 265 psi to achieve condltions for the A&L OGS of 20 degrees.
This dynamic pressure profile biases the trajectory toward the toe of the maneu-
ver footprint and accomplishes six desirable objectives as follows:
a. Provides a maneuver margin to compensate for winds that, on the average,
present a tailwind component during the planned mission date.
..... b. Provides a margin adequate to allow subsonic acceleration to the-dynamlc .............
pressure of 265 psi required at initiation of the A&L phase without undue pe-
nalization _f the capability for excess energy dissipation.
o. Provides a smooth angle-of-attack profile with minimum pitch transients
j around Maeh I.
d. Provides sufficient margin from compartment venting constraints to avoid
structural integrity problems under dispersed conditions.
e. Minimizes transonic hinge moments The high-hinge moment coeffecients
encountered in this region are compensated for by lower dynamic pressure.
f. Minimizes sonic boom overpressures. The reduction in dynamic pressure from
the value at _ntry/TAEM interface maintains dynamic pressure below the 2 psi
overpressure guideline to the extent that maneuverability and fl_ght cent
constraint_ will not be compromised.
The angle-of-attack corridor presented in figure 6.3-3 defines the angle-of-
attack limit for the flight control system (FCS) as defined in reference 14.
Below Mach 3.0, in the low-supersonlc transonic Mach 2.0 to 1.0 flight regime,
the April 1979 aeroelastic update has resulted in a significant reduction in
lateral stability (CIB) and directional stability• (CnB). Because the aero-
elastic effect is proportional to the dynamic pressure, the reduction in
lateral/dlrectlonal stability is more pronounced at the lower angles of attack.
Consequently, the lower angle-of-attack limit in the Mach 1.O to 2.0 region is
defined by the ability of two RCS yaw Jets to successfully augment the unstable
CnB dynamic as presented in figure 6.3-3. Also shown in this figure are the
regions where the Orbiter has a tendency for rolloff, noseslice, and buffet
onset. Although the effect of these characteristics on the FCS performance are
acceptable due to their transient nature, these regions are avoided to the
extent possible for STS-I.
The TAEi_altitude and altitude reference have been adjusted at the entry/TAEM
interface to minimize the angle-of-attack transients produced by guidance logic
changes. As indicated in figure 6.3-5, the altitude reference is approximately
4700 feet higher than the actual altitude thus requiring the Orbiter to maintain
nose-up flight to recapture the altitude reference. This minimizes the pitchdown
transient at entry/TAEM interface. Equilibrium conditions on the TAEH reference
profile are reestablished Just prior to alining the vehicle with the HAC tangen-
cy polnt. _._,_-- t,he,,__......._L,_tow_i_dLi_eIiACi_ attained, the turn compensatlon
logic causes a second pitchdown to occur.
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6.4 APPROACH _D LANDING
6.4.1 Trajectory Capture to Touchdown
The objective of the A&L profile shaping for STS-I is to minimize the descent
rate to the extent possible while providing benign maneuvers and sufficient
energy to achieve the desired touchdovm conditlcns. Based on these considera-
tions, the A&L profile consists of an OGS followed by a preflare maneuver to an
IGS and a final flare maneuver prior to touchdown.
i
The OGS is designed to be as shallow as possible to minimize the descent rate.
Theidyrmmlc pressure on the OGS is selected to provide sufficient speedbrake re-
serve to cope with winds and dispersions and to provide the energy required at
Initlatlon of the preflare maneuver. The energy at initiation of the preflare
maneuver must be sufficient to acco_odate the subsequent deeeleratlo_ during
the preflare maneuver and the deceleration on the IGS and to provide the
targeted touchdown airspeed. For the STS-I profile, the OGS angle is -20 de- _
grees and the dynamic pressure on the OGS is 265 psf, which corresponds to a ref-
erence velocity of 280 KEAS.
The preflaro phase of the A&L trajectory transitions the Orbiter from the OGS to
the IGS. Profile shaping criteria for the preflare phase are to provide a nor"
mal acceleration of 1.3 g's or less during the maneuver and to minimize oscilla-
tions in the normal acceleration during the maneuver.
.- The criteria used to shape the A&L profile for the IGS are to provide a minimum
of 5 seconds on the IGS and an energy reserve at touchdown corresponding to at
least 4 seconds of flight time. Time on the IGS is crucial because i' allows
time for the Orbiter to stabilize after completion of the preflare maneuver
prior to the final flare m_neuver and allows time for the pilot to assess tge ap-
proach and make corrections, if needed, to establish a controlled approach to
the runway. The IGS for STS-I is -1.5 degrees.
The final flare maneuver is designed to reduce the sink rate at touchdown to
less than 2 to 3 fps, to provide a smooth increase in the pitch attitude at an
altitude high enough to allow the pilot to effect a safe landing and to provide
the desired touchdown conditions. Touchdown conditions must satisfy the
tirespeed limit of 218 knots groundspeed, avoid tailscrape, and provide at least
4 seconds of energy reserve time in al! wind conditions.
The A&L profile was shaped with a modified autoland guidance to simulate a manu-
ally flown flightpath, as specified in the STS-I Groundrules and Constraints doc-
ument (ref. 5). The_e modifications include compensat_o_ _or transport la_ time
and open-loop guidance eo_and filters during the flare and shallow glidesiope
mode. The modifications were verified in the D_mesIV simulations (ref. 6) and
result in better tracki_ of the reference altitude profile.
Since reference 3 was published, the A&L OGS has been changed from 22 degrees to
20 degrees, and the reference v_Io_ .... _ OGS _ _....lowered from _0 ,_.S
to 280 K_AS for thls profile. The speedbrake retraction altitude has been
lowered from3000 feet to 2500 feet, and the gear deployment speed has been
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._ reducedfrom 280 KEAS to 270 KE_S. These changesh_ve resultedin a decreased
velocityat touchdownof 185 KEAS comparedto 194KEAS for the previousprofile.
TAEM/A&Linterfaceeonditlonsare pre_cnted_n table6._-I. The STS-I final ap-
proach conditionsand the designvaluesused as guidelinesto shape the profile
are presentedin table6.2-I. The groundtraokfor A&L is presentedin figure
6.4-I. Figures6.4-2 through6.4-17present detailed plots from the 6-degree-
of-freedom simulation for some specific parameters des_riblng A&L conditions.
L The A&L pha_e startsat an altitudeof 9825 feet and a flightpathangle of
-20.07 degrees. The initial altitude error (from the OGS reference path) is '26
feet. The body flap is retracted to the trail position (0 degrees) at the
beginning of the A&L phase. The Orbiter stays on the OGS and maintains the 280
KEAS referencevelocity(265psf dynamicpressure)until the altitudedecreases ................... _--
++ - to 2000 feet. The descent rate on the OGS varies from approximately 196 to 175
fps. The ground i-tercept point of the OGS is 6500 feet. from the runway thresh-
old. The specdbrak_ is modulated on the OGS to maintain the reference velocity,
and is retracted when the altitude has decreased to 2500 feet.
'At 2000 feet altitude, the preflare maneuver begins. The normal acceleration
during the prcflare maneuver is less than 1.5g's. During the preflaro maneuver,
the gear deployment is commanded when the veloclty decreases to 270 KEAS. The
altitude at this time Is 238 feet. A nominal gear deployment tlme of 7.5 sec-
onds _s used and resulted in the gear being down-and-locked 11.8 seconds prior
to touchdown. This 270 KEAS is the minimum velocity to start gear deployment
and still have the gear down and locked 5 seconds prior to touchdown for a
three-slgma deployment time and trajectory dispersions. The transition from the
preflare to the _xponential capture mode is commanded at a range of 3700 feet
from the runway threshold.
The time on the IGS is approximately 5.1 seconds, and the ground intercept point
for the IGS is 2500 feet past the runway threshold. At initiation of the final
flare maneuver, the sink rate is 11 fps, the wheel altitude is 59 feet, and the i
range is 945 feet from the runway threshold.
Touchdown occurs 2942 feet past the runway threshold at an airspeed of 185 KEAS +'
with a sink rate of 2.4 fps. The energy reserve time for the zero wind case is
8.1 seconds; the ground-relatlve velocity is 191 knots. A perspective of
the flight profile with actual Orbiter attitudes displayed at 1-mlnute intervals
from touchdown is given in fig. 6.4-15. Out-the-window views as seen from
the commander's eye position are presented at 10-second intervals from touchdown
minus 100 seconds to touchdown in fig. 6.4-7.
6.4.2 Rollout
The objective of the rollout technique developed _or STS-I wae to find the best
compromise between maximum -aln-gear and no,e-gear loads, braking, and rollout
dlstanoe. The technique is a compromise because what alleviates one concern is
usually detrimental to another area. Maximum main-gear loads occur very near
nose-wheel contact due to the acPodynamie loading. Therefore, derotatlon is not
started untll the velocity has been reduced to a value thr will not result in
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excessive aerodynamic loading. Startl_ derotation at too slow a velocity can
result in loss of eleven control, and the rollcut range is increased slgnifi-
eantly. Losing eleven control will result in high nose-gear slapdown loads.
Longer rollout distances before nose-gear contact will require more braking.
The technique developed first commands the speedbrnke to open to 50 percent
after maln-gear touchdown. Opening the speeObrake increases deceleration and re-
lieves eleven deflection requirements. A pitch attitude of 6 to 8 degrees is....
maintained until the velocity decreases to 165 KEAS. The range at this point is
5054 feet past the runway threshold. Derotation at -3 deg/sec is then commanded r
with nose-wheel contact occurring at 5538 feet. The maximum main-gear load is
132 379 pounds, which is under the 166 667-pound limit. The elevens are lowered
to 10 degrees down deflection after nose-gear contact to help alleviate main-
_ gear loads. The maximum nose-gear load is 48 777 pounds; the steady-state load :
on the lnose gear is 36 294 pounds. Moderate braking is initiated when the veloc-
ity is below 140 knots, which corresponds to the brake r_use lizit. This o_curz
approximately 6 seconds after nosewheel contact. Nose-wheel steering is engaged
when the groundspeed decreases to 110 knots. The vehicle comes to a halt after
a rollout of 6568 feet, or 9510 feet past the runway threshold and 36.5 seconds
after main-gear touchdown. Significant rollout parameters are presented in
...... table 6.0-1(e), and figures 6.5-I through 6.5-7.
6.5 COF_NICATIONS AND TRACKING
Significant co_:_unications and tracking events relative to the OFT-I groundtrack
are presented in figures 6.6-I and 6.6-2.
A summary of STS-I S-band and C-band data is presented in table 6.6-I. Taean
:data are presented in table 6.6-II and station locations are presented in table
6.6-III. The data for the Buckhorn and Goldstone S-band communications stations
are based on detailed analyses of terrain masking with 30 seconds allowed for
lockup after clearing masking. The Pt. Pillar and Vandenberg C-band tracking
stations AOS is based on a zero-degree elevation angle with 60 seconds for firm
loekup using skin tracking.
Approximately 18 minutes after the deorbit maneuver, communications and tracking
by the Guam station are established with AOS based on clearing terrain masking
at 53 hours 52 minutes 8 seconds GET. Coverage lasts for 5 minutes 25 seconds
with LOS occurring I minute 41 seconds prior to EI.
The Orbiter enters S-band blackout approximately 5 minutes 9 seconds after EI
when the Orbiter is at an altitude of 262 157 feet and a relative velocity of 24
481 fps. There are no S-band stations available for co_.munications after Guam
until Buckhorn acquisition.
The theoretical S-band blackout exit occurs 18 minutes 23 seconds after EI at a:_
a]titude of 177 266 feet and a relative velocity of 12 330 fps. The theoretical
blackout exit for L-band co_nunication used by the Tacan stations occurs about
18 mir='c,s 57 seconda after EI at an altitude of 170 299 feet and a relative ve-
locil ,,_ 11 284 fps. Co_munications blackout entry and exit comp_Itations are
based o_, _;hecriteria presented in reference 18 and are presented in the
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Figures6.6-3 and•6.6-4presentthe O[._-Itrajectoryprofilein the elevationaz-
imuthplane for the Buckhornand Goldstonestations,respectively.
C-bandtrackJngby the Pt. Pillarstationis establishedat about 183 956 feet
altitudeand a relativeveloeltyof 13 716 fps and by the Vandenbergstation_t
about 176 167 feet altitudeand a relativevelocityof 12 192 fps. These data
from these two C-bandstatlonsare availableto providean estate of the state
vectorby the MCC beforeestabllshlngthe S-bandcommunicationslookupwlth the
Buckhornstation. Fifteenso&endslater,after eo_unlcatlon is established
throughthe BuckhornS-band station,the crew could initiatea runwayredeslgna-
tlon, if given a groundcommand,/atan altitudeof 158 307 feet and a relative
velocity,;f9212 fps. The flrst_:CCstatevectorupdate (ref.9) couldoccur ,
about 67 secondsafter the Buek_iornS-bandAOS at an _ititudeof 145 806 feet
and a relativevelocityof 7763!fps. Range and elevationdata from C-and S-band \
sitesare presentedin figure6.6-5.
The Tacan acquisltlonioglc is-basealon the three-tierconcept. A totalof 10
Tacan stationsis used for na_igatlonwith acquisitionand switchingof these
stationsbased on the arrange_entwithinthree tiersor regions: the acquisi-
tion region,the navigationregion,and the landingregion. The acquisitionre-
gion includesthe San Luls Oblspo,Paso Robles,and Gaviotastationsand is used
for rangesgreaterthan 120_. mi. The navigationregionincludesthe Fellows,
German,Bakersfield,and Avenalstationsand a mobileTacan stationand is used
for rangesbetween10 and 12Q n. ml. The landingregionincludesthe Palmdale
and EAFB statlonsand is used for rangesless than 10 n. mi. Table 6.0-I pres-
ents the Taean switchingtim_s. Basedon favorableacquisitionand data compari-
son, the MCC will confirmthe Tacan information30 secondsafteracquisitionby
the Buckhornstation, This allowsincorporationof Tacandata as earlyas 150
000 feet altitude. I
Lock-onby two Taean llne replacementunits (LRU)will occur at approximately
149 345 feet. If the navigationstateresidualsare acceptableand the naviga-
tion filteris in the AUTO mode, incorporationof Tacanwill then occurwith no
verificationrequiredfrom the MCC (ref.21). Otherwise,crew actionand MCC
verificationis requiredto incorporatethe Taean data into the navigation
state.
The microwavescanningbeam landingsystem (MSBLS)coveragesequenceduring TAEM
and A&L is presentedin figure6.6-6. The MSBLS coveragedata is first
processedat a groundtraekrangeof 52 252 feet. All three channels(azimuth,
elevationand distance)of the I_BLS data can be used until the range reducesto
2248 feet past the runwaythresholdon the nominaltrajectory. At this point,
the Orbiter fliespast the elevationantennabeam. The azimuthand distance
; data are continuallyused th:,oughrollout.
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7.0 ASSESS[_NT OF VEHICLE COI_ATIBILITY
A comparison of the parameters used in designing the STS-I OFP to the actual
values achieved by the profile _s presented in table 6.2-I. A brief summary of
the Monte Carlo results is as follows:
a. With onorbit thermal conditioning, the entry profile meets all groundrules
and constraints.
b. The TAEM profile meets all groundrules and constraints except the rolloff,
nose slice,and buffetonset guidelines. The short time period flownin
this regionpreventsthis from beinga seriousproblem,however.
.... e. The A&L profilemeetsall groundrulesand constraints........................... -...........
A more detailed as._-ssment of the Orbiter and trajectory compatibility will be t
presented in appendix C of this document.
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8.0 ASSESSMENT OF FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES
The descent OFP meets all of the STS-I flight test requirements with the follow-
ing exceptions:
a. The eleven schedule during peak heating (relative velocities greater than
13 600 fps) will be I degree up. (See paragraph 3.l.u below.)
b._ The entry profile was shaped to achieve a maximum nominal RCC surface temper-
ature of 2663° F on the wing leading edge and a maximum nominal surface
temperature of 2504° F on the eleven. These are currently the most
constraining control points using the simplified TPS mode. A panel 2
bondline/structural temperature of 325° F results from this profile. (See
paragraph 3.2.h. below.)
The flight test requirements are contained in reference 4. Those req_,_rements
r applicable to the development of the OFP are presented below: (original section
and paragraph numbers have been retained).
1.3 FLIGHT PURPOSE
The primary purpose of STS-I, the first manned orbital flight of the Space Shut-
tle vehicle, is to demonstrate a safe ascent and return of the Orbiter and crew.
Additionally, STS-1 is to provide data to support verification of the following:
b. Combined Shuttle vehicle aerodynamic_ structural and systems characteristics
and predicted loads.
e. Orbiter entry characteristics and performance including crossrange
capabilities, TPS performance, contro! performance, and predicted structural
loads.
d. Orbiter vehicle and systems thermal response.
e. Infllght vehicle hardware and software systems checkout and performance.
f. Attitude and translational control capabilities, and guidance and navigation
performance. "
3.1 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
For STS-I, the following operational/test requirements and limitations will be
observed during flight profile and crew activity planning.
p. Orbital altitude will be between 90 and 150 n.m.
q. This flight will have a deorbit plan which will allow a nominal and next












r. Deorbit burn will be p!anned for a two engine OHS burn but deorbit must be
achievable with one 0}_ engine.
s. Nomir_l Orbiter c.g. for entry (at time of entry interface) will be as
follows: X = STA 1098.63 (X/L=66.7%), Y = STA O, Z = STA 375.
t. The entry profile shall p:_vide the least demanding therrml environment pos-
slble by minimizing heat loads (40° angle-of-attack schedule).
u. Eleven position during entry peak heating (from 24 760 fps to approximately
10 000 fps) should be targeted for Cn.
.... ot /! te ................ 'V. Nominal approach t h_, andin si will be such as to minimize sonic boom i
and overpressures near,heavily populated areus./
W. The final approach andllandlng profile must be compatible with both a manual
and an automatic mode;ihowever, a pi!ot- controlled approach and landing
will be the planned mode.!
......... x, -Landing-wilJ be on th lake bed at E_B. Runway 23 will be the primary
runway, 17 the backup} and 04 the alternated.
!
3.2SUBSYST_4REQUIRE[_NT_ ..!
For STS-I, certain subsystems,requirements more conservative than design limita-
tions must be imposed. T_e subsystem requirements will be observed as follows:|
f. Orbiter normal load factors will not exceed -0.3g to +2.0g for entry.I
g. Orbiter shall be configured and entry profile established to _aximize the
prgbability of a successful entry, approach, and landing with a single
functioning APU within other system operational and flight safety
considerations.
h. The bondline temperature will be maintained below 312 OF for nomlnaA entry.
(Note that the RSI surface temperatures of reference 4 resulted from the
Cycle 2 entry profile shaping. Updates to these temperatures are given in
table6.2-I.)
i. No later than 12 hours prior to schedule entry time, the ground will evalu-
ate real-tlme telemetry of Orbiter bondline temperatures and assure the
bondline temperatures are within acceptable limits. The ground will con-
tinue to monitor the bondline temperatures, provide atti,,udechange instruc-
tions as required and provide go/no-g_ instructions to the crew for deorbit
and entry. (Ref: DTOI]I Preentry Thermal Conditioning).
!
3.3 CARGO REQUIRE_NTS 1
i










• Total I0 164
b. The DFI (including IECM) will be located at station 1069.
e. Ballast will be carried to optimize the e.g. location as specified in para-
graph 3.1.s. Primary ballasting will Do provided by addition of OMS propel-J
lant. Additional ballast will be added as required.
4.1.4 DTO 104 Entry/Approach and Landin5 Phase Tests
4.1.4.1 Purpose
The purpose is to allow verification of structural, thermal, dynamic and systems
performance of the Orbiter vehicle, during the entry, approach and landing phase
of the flight. This test partially accomplishes the following flight test objec-
tives defined in the Master Flight Test Assignment Document (ref. 17):
(I) Safe return of the Orbiter and crew; verify capability for the expected
range of operational flight p_files, e.g. and payload weights
(2) Orbiter alone aerodynamics
(3) Verify the Orbiter is free of flutter and adverse aeroelastlc effects
(4) Normal operation of all vehicle systems/subsystems including propulsion,
electrical power, avionics, guidance, navigation and eontrnl (GN&C) mechani-
cal systems, and flight control
(5) Predicted payload environment
(6) Entry and crossrange control capabilities for a range of payload weight and
vehicle e.g. conditions to verify maximum crossrange entry performance
(7) Verify Orbiter heat rate and heat load predictions and entry
aerothermodynamlc environment
(8) Predicted structual loads and load paths




(10) TPS performance over a range of entry conditions as required to verify nom-
inal TPS capability
The following functional test objective requires evaluation:
a. FTO 104-01SYSTE_ PERFORMANCE DATA. Assure that the proper data is
Obtained during the entry and approach and landing phase of the flight to
allow proper evaluation and postfllght analysis of the Orbiter systems.
4.2.1DTO 111Preentry Thermal Condltionln_
........ . .............
4.2.1!I Purpose
The p ,rpos is to thermally precondition the Orbiter structure to obtain desired
inlti_l bondllne temperatures prior to entry. This preconditioning is in sup-
port of verification activities associated with the following flight test objec-
tives defined in the Master Flight Test Assignment Document:
(I) Demonstrate thermal response to selected attitudes which support predictions
of Orbiter thernal performance in operational situations.
(2) Verify Orbiter entry heat rate and heat load predictions.
The following functional test objective requires evaluatlon:
a. FTO 111-I. STRUCTURAL CONDITIONING. Prior to deorbit for entry, the struc-
tural thermal condition must be determined and/or adjusted to assure that
predetermined initial bondline temperatures are proper to allow a safe entry
and to enable a thermal stress and TPS analysis postflight.
4.2.1.2 Test Condltlons/Actlvlty Required
a. FTO 111-01. No later than 12 hours prior to the scheduled deorblt burn, the
ground will evaluate real-time telemetry of Orbiter bondllne temperatures to
assure that temperatures are at or below the limits specified in the Shuttle
Operational Data Book. If bondline temperatures are within acceptable
limits, they will continue to be monitored.
If the bondline temperatures are not within acceptable limits, the ground
will evaluate the data and provide attitude control instruetlons to the crew
to obtain the desired temperatures prior to the scheduled deorblt time. The
ground will continue to monitor the bopdllne tempera-tures and provide
go/no-g_ instructions to the crew for deorbit and entry.
4.2.I.3 Verlflcatlon/Evaluation
a. FTO 111-01. Successful accomplishment of this FTO requires that real-tlme
t_l_metrv hp.nrovld_d to allow d_terminaticn of bondline _`._.a-u,_'-e__for






golno-go evaluation and that the proper bondllnc temperatures be achieved
prior to entry.
4.2.1.4 Data Requirements
a. Flight data requirements
i I. OI telemetry formats: 161, 162 or 129 (M)
Real-tlme OI data a:_ required during the test whenever station coverage
is available. / _ - ....
I
2. DFI P_4 telemetry format 140 (M)
J
DFI PCM is requir(_ during _he test period at 10 seconds every 10
minutes.
b. Preflight data requir_zents - none + +_ . _ _
+ _
+
o. Postfllght data requi+ements
I. OI data contlnuou ly from touchdown until touchdown plus 30 minutes (M)
2. DFI P_ telemetry to be recorded by ground facilities continuously from
touchdown until uchdown plus 30 minutes (M)
4.2.1.5 Background and Justification
The Orbiter st,.ucturemust be thermally preconditioned prlcr to entry to allow
postflight verification of the structural system operational capability and to
verify the stress/temperature response of critical structural components. This
preconditioning is also required to allow an analysls to verify the thermal per-
formance, structural integrity, and reusability of the thermal protection system
for OFT and operations.
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9.0 DEORBIT-TIIROUGH-LA[_DINGISSUPI_ND CHA[IGES
No significantissueshave beenidentifiedprior to goingto publicationof the
document.
Subsequentto the generationof this profile,the followingchanges/updatesare
being considered:
a. Launch date (atmosphere)
b. Fli_ht controlsystem
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TABLE 3.2-I.- STS-1 CYCLE 3 DESCENT PROFILE DESIGN CHANGES
General
4
April 13, 1979 aerodynamlcz ,_
Mean April atmosphere
............ Orbiter weight
Nominal: Increased from 189 844 to 191 902 ib
AOA: Decreased from 194 325 to 192 202 lb
l
AOA landing site changed from EAFB to Northrup strip
Revised elevon schedule from entry interface to Mach 2.0
Revised speedbrake schedule between Mach 10.0and 2.5
Entry
Changed elevon schedule from 0 to I° up to better balance elevon/body flap
surface temperatures for _ch _ 13.6
Changed heading error deadband for initial bank maneuver in entry from 12.5° to
10.5°
Adjusted entry/TAEM interface to minJmize angle-of-attack transients
Adjusted the altitude/altitude reference at entry/TAEM interface
Changed the angle-of-attack reference at entry/TAEM interface from 13.5_ to
14.0°
TAEM
Reoesigned TAEM for new alpha-l_ch constraint boundary
Incorporated left-hand turn onto final approach




_. Approach and landing
i Reduced outer glideslope from 22° to 20°
.... i educeddynamicpressureon outerglideslopcfrom285psf to265psf
Reducednominallandingspeed from 197 KEAS to 186KEAS
_ Standardized inner glideslope locaticn relative to the runway threshold
Reduced landing gear deployment speed from 280 KEAS to 270 KEAS
/ Sp_edbrake retraction altitude lowered from 3000 ft to 2500 ft .........
r




TABLE 3.2-II.- CO_ARISOII OF CYCLE 2 _ND CYCLE 3 OFT PROFILE SU_£4ARIES
Cycle 2 Cycle 3
}_ominal Margin _!ominal Margin
oF oF
Orbiter wt, ib .......... 189 844 191 902
Max surf temp., OF ................... ................................................
.......... CPI - nose .......... 2 517 241 2 524 241
CP2 - body f]_p ....... 2 134 128 2 I0_3_ 171
CP3 - _;ing(leading edge) . . . 12_6-gI 0 12 _751 -5
. CP4 - elevon ......... 2 319 77 2 302 127
CP6 - forward chine ...... 2 477 25 2 485 22
i
Panel 2 struct temp, OF ..... 325. a-13 25.3 a-13
Max heating rate, Btu/ft2-scc . 59.7 61.4
Heat load, Btu/ft2 ........ 53 147 53 731
Traj margin wrt eq glide,it/see2 . "2.38 2.26 ,
Entry state
V, ft/sec ........... 25 753 25 752
_, deg ............ -1.18 -1.21
Range, n. mi.......... 4 399 4 358
I I Exceed temperature limits.
a Precntry thermal conditioning used to achieve positive margin
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TABLE5.0-I.-STS-Ir_SS PROPERTIESFOR _0MINALEND OF MISSION
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minus 35 Deorbit interface Ent'y
Parameter minutes ignition -5=in interface
GET, hr:=In:s,c........ 52:56:00 53:31:4.32 53:54:15.2_ 53:59:14.28
Inertialvelocity,fps .... 25400.0 25359.0 25 562.0 25 752.0
Inertial fllghtpathangle,
deg .............. 0.0262 -.0066 -1.1930 -1.2045
Inertialheading from north, {
deg .............. 122.5014 82.4006 50.2812 54.4072
tor_itude,deg. ....... 62.9785W 63.6885E I_.9013E 160.3336E
Geodeticlatitude,deg .... 25.3757N 39.83_0S 7.7783N 20._92_IN
g
i
i Geocentriclatitude,deg . . . 25.2332N 39.6529S 7.7269N 20.3666N
Altitudeof e.g. above the i
Fischerellipsoid,ft ..... 919 885.0 937 220.0 554 962.0 399 965.0
Orbital inclir_tion,deg . . . 40.3 40.3 40.3 40.3
Entry range, n. ml...... _ 358.0









: TABLE 5.0-1V-APRIL GLOOAL R£1_ERENCE ATMOSPUER£ DATA
"- NO. 01_ ALTITUDE ABOVE
AT_,'CSPHr'R ZC 1960 FXSCHER DENSITY TEFZPERATUP.E
E LEI,'ENTS ELLIPSOID.F T PRESSURE,PSF SLUGS/FT" o3 DLG R,_NKI N£
| .39736987+06 .53328_ t7-04 .40G15683- 10 .69597837403
i 2 .3908 t 040.06 .62662069.04 .51532454- 10 .648274B.1+03
3 .38426937+06 .7 4._50837- 04 .t, G332719- 10 .6027741 5}03
4 .37774848.06 .89916127-04 . e,6639381 • lO .56000337.03
i 5 .07032_73.06 .I 162_J991-03 .12199375-09 .51793_13,,036 363BSD46.06 1449_2927-03 16465228-09 4fJ 140[ 99_03
7 .35740391+06 . IB6306B2-03 ._2703D18-09 .4497455G,*03
:• i=" 8 .35098518+06 .2 4555tl65.03 .32180145o09 .42221984403
9 .34:59723.06 .32174869.03 .45373947-09 .39473502,_03
I0 .33824320*06 .44472t 25.03 .e5u56998- 09 .376C6t TG,,03
- If : 33102635+06 .64f62716.03 . I0056372-08 .35951508_03
12 ,{32476291 +06 .89135770-D3 .14458849-08 ,349__6802+03 • . .... :
= 1.1 .318,54(393+06 .12471247-02 .2(]644166-08 .3'1,294904+03
14 .3115261B406 . I 8215383-02 .30855946-08 .33977265_03
I,_ .30546384_06 .25360267.02 .42953829.0_J .3,1_ 132794{13
16 .29865877_D6 .36B04175.02 ,62370153-08 ,3.|;.1.3058. D3
- " • 17 .29:_02714+06 .52469712.D2 .88393691-08 .3 |_09737+03
18 ._8562784+06 .7 2934476-02 .1215"J754-07 .3'19360_30_ 03
19 .27S80412+06 . ; 0361_43-01 .1706 J[}_JC-07 .3:,4,_'4 _7H*03
20 _ .27252371+06 .14270612.D1 .23264728-0"1 .3526z_"86*03
-- 21 .25586755+06 .20043662-01 .32331740-07 31,191272_03
22 .2592956f(* 06 .2 7e}14818.01 .4420,|618-07 36712.'.512_03
23 ._52601C8+06 ,38456105,01 .59910273-07 374.]3 I07_03
; .4 "166..3352+06 52 0()006- 01 _0 92q_5 _243455,03 ......... _
:_S .239492_3*06 .7 1373{,_7-01 .106.1_£.55-06 3 '6565_4.03
,r 26 .23_t;6F249+06 .97_7254)G-01 . 1418[.115"06 3"_'_,.?0.;H*03
27 .22635619.06 .1 :_nht)253,, 09 .11!669764-06 40,112_7.03
26 .2199,"056+06 .1 73521)91 _00 .242[}3:_15-06 .4 I 5'_7"1:)O* (}3
29 . :_1323262',06 .2331793|_00 .31922484-06 .42_L'[}23:} 103
30 .20659753_06 .30924516_0D .4143_579-06 .43_4r.,f_()_,03
31 .20022362.06 .4052(.156100 .53251439-06 .4,1 ,44039.03
32 .19376217_05 .5 2_332058*00 .6791HO._7-O6 .45"}37,_}_ 7 _03
33 . IL_7I 6(';7_06 ,666137 IC._O0 .86015...;19 -06 .41,.2562[_ II_ 03
_ 34 .18043713+06 .8 9643b%_6_CO .I095[_337-05 .47L_ ;q 1_'o03
35 . 17377669_06 .I 157_2637+U1 . 1397 ;O-uG-05 .4. 23_.r62.03
36 .16730218_06 .I 4670722_01 .1777:}_4-05 _i;;i;_ 0.03
37 . 16065391_06 • I 9204 f48.01 .2295".;(.UI "05 .462_ 29:_6.03
36 . 1541734B+06 ._452.13| 5101 • 2(-i7"692-'0" 0 5 o4 *.;13932*D3
39 .14790715_06 .3 115r_781_01 .37770"_q4-05 .4H,,.53233.03
40 .14113922+06 . 4 057(%V_;',01 . ._006.:;_6- 05 .4221_T5_,.(_3
41 o13451527+_6 .52740240.0: .6655";,92"05 .4_.12_'257_03
4_ .12620703+06 .6 7970527_0: .67494_'!2" 05 .452".:_}"_'_.C3
43 .121_2139_06 .9645:_405-01 .I1{J7i,t:85-04 .4'; 3_ ;","_'2 * 03
44 .If4[_9924.06 .I 1(_62543.02 . f550",76_-04 .4 ._.'JT2'_U.?3
45 •10836262.06 .t5563135.02 .21171399-04 .421:29600.03
46 .10184533+06 .2C,',52572.02 .285 _'"_.... _-_4 .42662'.n_,2,03
47 .95242235*03 .2783251£*02 .39266141-04 .412,13_1+03
48' .8_7 14903.05 .37_,&C,012.02 .544797362-04 .4-)46_'227_03
49 .82097295.05 .51 [_40D77.0"_. .76084101-04 .2j(_t_-:{.54.03
50 .75490973"-05 .76902573-C,_ .I05773T.'-03 .".[",.C,;27 + 03
51 .6SSST93*OS .97416029.02 .1476&&66-03 .3'..364_45+63
52 .656292_9.05 .I 1430226'03 . 17307192-03 .3*r719{0*63
53 .62269766.05 .I 3.164464_03 .20425720- 03 .3_J:9.:69b .i.,3
54 .59074073+05 .I5736_65_03 ._3'.II_002- O 3 .3632_I[} ,'*03
55 .55636322_05 .I£44 fO[{['.+03 .2HO;'t_l|3-03 .3;135TSr,I*1)3
56 .52509_-;_6_05 .2 171_500.03 .93.154_ _6-03 .372}1{_54[..03
57 .49224.q50_.05 .2 qL3q'_60_.O3 .391775t. 6-03 .37'.;;'.'5[..: * 09
58 .45!_S03374.05 .30_',H4'.'; _'03 4596 428-03 . 3;t t 4ib_2(,*1,3
59 .42672789+05 .352432_F,*C_3 5357}_C_'9"0 3 .32,._f ,'52.03
60 .39401966_05 .4 1347454*_J2 625% l_.,79-03 .3q4120247.('3
61 .3[,135761_05 .4R4D;H)43*03 7146._.422.03 .3 L;;','/_,*.e]
62 32810819_09 .565_'._(,2r_*03 8127(2.164-03 .4 ," 65"1.7.0 !
63 295_,4_66_05 .6 5[,745_5.03 9174,/ 61-03 417:,13"4_(,9
64 2[.290142_.05 .75|{_1775.03 10_65765-0:) .43[_}61(.(,7.03
65 229' 5[,21+05 .8 7J55456_03 11493744-02 .44431Z{5,1.03
66 t_696257+0 5 . t001'_055'64 12742_53°02 .4')SC3_5 7o03
67 1535,3936.0,5 ,11459707_04 141_4039-02 .4/0',?(,61*03
68 130_ 5232_.05 .13077514.04 1572"9C6.0 2 .4;_24;,67 {;.03
69 9,';40 f 593-0 4 . 14755646*04 173973.'.9-0# .4"141 f 194.0]
" 70 ._'_'__9_&5 _r'4 .I 6_76215+94 1932 lhb4"02 .5L'2/,4227%. 03
71 .3279632_3-04 .18811144+D4 .215193788-62 .5;)T_.iSh _Uj -
7_ .2289,590_04 • 1U507994.04 ._2330733-02 .50|_'J_)9 ! 1.03
• ..:-.... .,. _
........... . .......... , .......... - ,....... • ....... .., ........... • ............
/
".ABLE 5.0-€.- APRIL GLOBAL T_rFERE_CE f, Tr,*O_PH_.qE DEVI.%TICNS FROM
1962 ST_i';DA_O Ar_,;OSPH£_E
P;t ESSUI:_E DE/4S[ TY 1E:,_PE_TUflE
NO.OF ALTITUDE _30VI: 13EVICTIONS FI_OM OEVI,&TtONS FRG?,IDF.VIAT'Ot_S FROM
A'L'_tOSPHERIC 1960 FISCHER 1962 ST,-%NO_.RD. 1962 STAND_iqD. 1962 STaNDaRD,
ELEMEt4T 5 ELLIPSOID.FT P ERC[I_T PI. RCENT PERCEh{!
t .39736£H7J,06 .11811280",02 ,77516052,,00 ,4386[_P_34.{91
2 ,390a 1040+06 .9 6720902_01 -, 19539317_0 I .54[:f_1640.01
:3 .38-126937_06 .7 6:106728_01 -. 17490175.01 .35";0077 t.l_01
4 .3777a848_06 .5 9G[,:_270_'01 - . 15644951-01 .198_084 3-01
5 .3703:_273_06 .691_{;265_0: .:_8837721 +QO .13055925401
6 .3638504G_06 .5612912_01 -.7809_223-01 .725468174['0
? .35740391406 .5 8535098_0| .21194105101 -.91033269_C0
8 .35098518+06 .77869642401 .7169 1739.01 -.3527728 jiOl
9 .34459723_06 .80937092401 .11064795+02 • . 63C6'J314_ 01
10 .33P_,24320 _06 .13221234.02 .1714J378_02 -. 6610405940|
11 .33102835_06 .1 7n49037.02 .22359C82+02 - .6fl;83094,0I
12 .324762"31,4.06 .2081_9778.02 .2578 7894+02 - .6240747'-,.01
13 .318549163.06 .94500751+02 .28501100+02 -. 4(Jf,51902*01 .......... , , .
14 .3115:_618_06 .27226191*02 °30184016+02 - .331_219.11 *OI
15 .30546384.06 .28871630_02 .28113297+02 - . 19_.93290._0
16 .29B65877.1"06 .29376913_02 .24469032.02 ,35523461.01 '_
17 .29202714.06 127392489*02 ,19781[]546_.02 .61-"0."960,'01 t
18 .28562784.06 23C_1954,,02 .1504 1781.02 .7.I 3(..4':.2 t_ 01
19 .27880412_ 06 I 9f}15430.02 . 10137059_02 ,897991,_G I it
20 .27252371.06 15905.1_;2.02 .56280742+0 ! .9:;_5_)05 0+01
21 .26586755$06 t 2060966.02 ,92679065+01) . 112_qr..... _.)_ ,02
22 .259295B8",06 7 6_393517.01 - .24931707+0 .1 ,,.)6',_0113._{_2
23 .25260108'_'06 .3 752140;",.01 • .39336297-0 .815_40 )2_0|
24 ........ _24603352_06 .1 1726473}01 o.46[,247.16.0 .613.:-:_41;.01
25 .23949223.06 ,1 1145423_01 -. 5269q022"0 .4335QF63_01
26 • 23286849.06 .20u'Z'/_60.01 - . 4649')(J9-_ 0 . _G I '_'351_10 I0|
27 .22G35619106 ._ 6764621_01 • .39703054.0 .11929.112_01
28 .21992056.06 - o306[}6436.01 •.30754201 +0 -. 1211;043,00
29 ,21323212,06 - .2 55['_1614_01 -.135965q7.0 - .13.02659_01
30 .20659753+06 -._ 1672247.01 14139364+00 " .2J76 h.55,,01
31 .20022362_'0 6 -.1 0927132401 .18936700.0 1 -.2 _156562.01
32 .19376217_06 - .40632009.00 .19087876+0 I " .2,!292233.01
33 • 18716679_06 " . 2 48,31209_00 . I9605646.0 I ". 13.;22315_01
34 . 10043773.0C_ ._ 6544908_'P0 .68081 J68.00 -._61 125HONDO
3.5 • 17377669.06 .47019319+00 .9928691_.00 " ° 5 _{.9036 r.4,00
36 .16730216"06 . cJ";'647011 I O0 .92039160.00 . 1023_(.63 _'O0
37 . 16065391.06 . 13734327.01 .13322r. 95*01 . 1:195746:J _.00
38 . 15417348.06 .14092952_01 .171L}3021.0 I - . 25..08257,, O0
39 .14790715+06 .I t 11;130_.01 .12330431.00 .97260241_0
40 . 1'_11| 3922.06 .£ 4302172.00 - . 46061Jd30.00 . 139119u7_01
41 . 13,51527.06 • 5 5639458'100 " .7619829:).00 . 12U°&192101
42 . 12820703"06 .2420_575-01 -. 14235375101 14402008.01
43 .12122139.06 -. 7:345r_638.00 ..26037123.01 . f91i.2190.01
44 . 11499924.06 -.2 0960447.01 -.43074952.0 I . _3687588.01
45 . I08362u2_06 - .2 4760540+01 - . 52919394"01 .26504727101
46 . 10184533_'06 " .35054395.01 - . 6083284C+0 $ .269'1_._7 _ ['.* DI
47 .95242335+(' 5 -.37088155.01 - .53489035.rJ I . 16h67599*01
48 .88714603.05 -.29331096_01 - .35665769.01 .6102.7184.(30
49 .82057295.05 -.2 4675285.01 -o20087139.01 -.49319367-00
50 .7[,490973.05 -.1 9J:6539_01 - ,7 lb(,t.t766_00 -. 117162_.(_*01
51 .6[;8')9793_-0 5 -. 1 3'.,C6116r-14'01 .SdOT_.q_l-O I -. 1421J944H.O!
52 °65629219'..05 - .96310730',00 37R36705,00 - . 13,_62[}1 q.01
53 .622697€6.05 ".63456715'00 91101111329.0 -. 15,:47171_01
54 .59074033.05 ".31527729.00 14 I 9{_(.5.916 1 " ,17150"JS.q*C1
55 .55836322"05 .69_['_ ;63-01 191}q6072".0 1 -. 1895526 1.01
56 52509586'.05 .4 9448027",09 36,16 1737.0 1 ".3019343 I_'01
51 49:' x,3_J5[)* 0 5 . I 0232715'01 37313423"01 " . :_583263";. O!
58 458_)(.337.05 .I 4(};33_5,01 37636246_0 I ".217(0120_01
59 4_5727[_9_05 . I I_l:h(_2 I U', 01 3679q76._*0 I " . 174.;3.',86_ OI
60 394019C6"06 ,22063587.01 3_,6_717"01 " . 129:"1651.01
61 ._16135761 • 0 5 ._ JqqOEI47_01 , 1396{)48_01 . 1_4[',I_45.01
62 32_10819105 .22577149_01 I2€756731 _0 I .9' Ill234 [I.('0
63 2956 d8{)6",0 5 ! .226,12937*01 1370_334'.01 .8_14922J,;. O0
64 262901484-05 _.2 I039291_L'1 .77649520.00 . 131.i-:412.01
65 22991352 I_05 i.IP953551.01 .15(,43381_00 .I";_:57834.01
66 19696257.G5 i.I643764N_01 • .4S3343.qg.O0 .21_, ",521*01
67 1 fu358936.05 i t3.1275534"01 • . 8876280_..00 ._2_5_4_1_01
_8 13095232*05 I,•I0.I"75235.01 -.ttSt05U4*G1 .22216r.61.01
65 .9_401593.04 i. 7,-:53 l 2_,4.09 ..14010032.01 .217.;7496_.0!
70 .65588745*04 !.42272757_C0 - .1080723E_*0 | .15266686*0!
7; .3:.'j<-z_'_=_34 _._,_..- _-_-_=._...........,n_, q_,_.r*+_O .10;51214.00
72 .221395906.04 . r 997;'476*00 .50736464_.00 ". 3'3565766*(JO
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TABLE 6.1-I.- STS-I LANDING OPPORTUNITIES AT EAFB
Crossrange < 700 n. ml.
GET GET'entry GET Time since
Deorblt Crossrange, deorbit, interface, landing, sunrise,
orbit n. mi.a hr:min hr:min hr:minb hr:minb
2 129 N 2:17 2:47 3:17 1:18
-3 .... 248 S .... 3:52 ..........4:22..............4:52 ........ 2:52 ...............................
4 317 S 5:27 5:57 6:27 4:27
5 66 S 7:02 7:32 8:02 6:02
6 459 N 8:37 9:07 9:37 7:37
17 515 N 24:46 25:16 25:46 -0:14
18 30 S 26:26 26:50 27:20 1:20
19 308 S 27:55 28:25 28:55 2:55
20 266 S 29:30 30:00 30:30 4:30
21 86 N 31:05 31:35 32:05 6:05
22 687 N 32:40 .33:10 33:40 7:39
33 305 N 48:48 49:18 49:48 -0:12
34 158 S 50:23 -50:53 51:23 1:23
35 330 S 51:58 -5°:28 52:58 2:58
36 179 S 53:33 5_:03 54:33 4:33
37 266 N 55:07 55:37 56:07 6:08
49 I19 N 72:51 73:21 73:51 -0:09
50 252 S 74:25 74:55 75:25 1:26
51 315 S 76:00 76:30 77:00 3:01
52 58 S 77:35 78:05 78:35 4:36
53 472 N 79:10 79:40 80:10 6:10
aNOTE: "N" means Orbiter must fly north of groundtraek to reach landing
site and "S" means Orbiter must fly south of groundtrack to reach
landing site.
bNOTE: Touchdown assumed to occur I hour after deorbit.
(-) : Before sunrise
(+) = After sunrise
ORIG!f_'ALPA_( IS
46 OF POOR QUALITY
_ 78FM51:V
i TABLE 6.I-II.- DEORBIT AND E}ITRYI_ITERFACEPARAMETERS
Contigency
Parameter 2 O!4S I O_S RCS I O_
Deorblt




hr:mln:sec........ 53:31:04 53:31:0_ 53:31:04 53:28:36
VehiCle weight at
ignition, ib ....... 197 961.0 197 961.0 197 961.0 197 961.0
- Propellant, ib ...... 5672.0 5672.0 6134.0 4229.0 _
AV total, including c.g.
control, fps ....... 292.9 292.9 270.0 217.6
AV min for In-plane
solutions, fps .... . . . 282.0 273.2 270.0 217.6
Wasting angle, deg .... 15.9 21.4 O O
Burn time, mln:sec .... 2:28 4:56 7:32 3:41
Coast-to-entry interface
from burn cutoff, min:sec. 25:42- 23:15 20:36 25:44
Entry interface
Longitudinal c.g., in . . 1098.6 1098.6 1099.6 --
(66.7%) (66.7%) (66.78%)
Weight, ib ........ 191 902 191 902 191 827 --
Ha (burnout), n. mi.... 150.7 149.9 149.5 149.6
Hp (burnout), n. mi.... 1.8 1.5 1.3 27.9
Range-to-runway threshold,
EAFB, n. mi......... 4358.0 4358.0 4358.0 4603.0
Crossrange to EAFB, n. mi. 196.O 196.O 196.0 197.O







Parameter 20MS I OMS RCS I 0_,_
Inertial flightpath angle,
deg ........... j -1.206 -1.203 -1.202 -0.911
Thrust vector roll, deg../ 180 - 180 180 .... 180 ....
Ignition attitude, deg I \
Pitch] LVLH • • • • • • 171 175 173 191
Yaw | ........ 343 326 0 348
Roll ] ........... 357 358 0 0
- Pitch] ADI . . _...I.- ......180 184 181 209
Yaw | REF ....... 0 343 17 4
Roll J ........ 0 O 2 354
Pitch' ADI ....... 181 185 183 210
Yaw INRTL .... 343 326 0 348
Roll .......... 357 358 0 0
TABLE 6.1 - I  1 1 .  - ElANEUVER PAD FOR NOMINAL EOM 
T X '  12~;~;p;~;I 
R E 1  
T O T  1 0 1 2 1 9 1 2 1 ,  P I  
L 
E N 6  S E L  





DEO::_JT R 3!-;- -;-_
1 _ ' J.........
, BURN ATT P I j 8 ' I ;
I z I
y i 3 i 4 _ , ....
TGT IrA lip ) _ ' ,
t
AVTOT i 2 : 9 " 2 _, 9 (• I i ; -..--J° 1
TGo l_'__J____j812 ' : 12 _,.-
-- " , ENTRYIt.AFIDING I{ { #
'INDERBURNPREBA._4KDIRECTIOq (3-10) ; L/R
R 0 i0 1 _
...j. : I
EI-5 INRTL ATT (3-I0) P 3 i 1 ' 6 ;,
Y ;3 15 8'
J._ i........i
' G;IMA('JS(3-_) El - i 0$'
GWI4[.OS(4-2) El - 2
r
• ALTM SET (2-20 PDP) ' G •
t-..............:3;3. I0 9 }D-4 (4-3) 0 j:
___, . .. ,_...... ;...'__J.. ...: ...'
" VREL ]ST REV[RSAL (4-5) ; :,l ;8.910.2,i I._.i __r.......
I ::;,NDTURN P,_IY ! 2 ; 3 :
i--/ w]rms: K /. ! ,. .
,_ (4-Iz) .......................
7K ! _ _ / , :









.\' TADLE 6.I-V.-DEORBITMANEUVERDISPLAYS i
/ \ / \
3011/ / DEORBF_VR COAST 1 000/09:53:20 3021/ / DEORBt,_'_VREXEC 1 000/09:59:46..#
'_".°:_' GY_LCK I 000/00:06:40 GV£LCK I i 000/00:00:14
,4
_.?,._ L R TRIM L R L R TRIM L R
.! .. p. P 12 .I P P 12 .I
'_:;:' y Y 13 -6.5 14 6.5 Y Y 13 -6.5 14 6.5
' _ SEL SEL
•"_ PRI 2* 5* ENG SEL O.HS PRI 2* 5* ENG SEL OMS
_"_ SEC 3 6 OMS BOTH 15" PURGEENA 19" SEC 3 6 OMS BOTH 15" PURGEENA 19"
t OFF4 7 L 16 OFF 4 7 L 16
..o I;UIVIATT 8 R357 R 17 SURFDRIVE BIJP_ATT 8 R357 R 17 SURFDRIVE
" " 9 P180 RCS +X ACC 18 ON 22 9 PI80 RCS .X AC(_18 ON 22
u_ I0 Y344 21WT 197961 OFF 23" I0 Y344 21 WI"197961 OFF 23*
•. • ilA HP F RCS ARII24 HA HP F RCS ARM 24
:. I;' TGT 151 2 DU'.P25 TGT 151 2 DU._'225
, ",. CUR 150 148 TARGET• OFF 26* CUR 150 148 TARGET OFF 26*
._ TFF 25:42 21 TIG 000/I0:00:00.0 TFF 25:42 27 TIG 000/10:00:00.0
',:, REI 4327 31 CI 15310 36 DVX REI 4327 31 CI i! 15310 36 DVX
, !
'i'_ EXEC 32 C2 -.6157 37 DVY EXEC 32 C2 i -.6157 37 DVY
i DVTOT 292.9 33 lIT 65.832 38 DVZ DVTOT 292.9 33 HT i 65.832 38 DVZ
....• TGO 2:2_; I 34 8T 113.205 TGO 2:28 34 BT 1113.206
,, I VGO X 276.16 I 35 PRPLT 5672 VGO X 276.16 35 PRPLT 5672
, Y 8.43 Y 8.43p..
';: Z 97.36 ILOAD39 ST CRT TV,R 40 Z 97.35 LOAD 39 ST CRT TP,R 40
LOAD COg_.WlD GUIDANCE INITIATE ".'.
., . ; ' • ,..., , • / r! ,_
• ' . ! i ,-
. • , t #" • o _"
-- - 
% 
TACLE 6.1 - V  .- Contl nued 
Y 8.60 
ST CRT TMR 40 Z ST CRT T)?R 40 
I 
OMS IGI4 ITIOII 




W?dL CK 1 
L R 
P . 4  -.2 
Y - 6 . 0  6 . 3  
SEL 
GP.31 CK 1 
L R 
P .1 . I  
Y -0.5 5.5 
SEL 
P R I  2* 5" 
SEC 3 6 
O F F 4  7 
EURI4 ATT 8 R357 
9 P I P 3  
10 Y334 I HA HP 
TGT151 2 




D V T O T  292.9 
T GO 2 :  28 
VGO X  2 7 6 . 7 5  
0001 GO: 02: 28 
TRIM L R 
P 12 .1 
Y 13 -6.5 14 6 . 5  
OOO/OO: 00: 00 
T R I M  L R 
P 12 . 1  
Y 13 -6.5 14 6.5 
EHG SEL OMS 
OMS ~ 0 ~ 1 1  15* PURGE ENA 19* 
L 16 
R 17  SURF D R I V E  
RCS + X  ACC 18 OIl 22 
2 1  5CT 197961 OFF 23* 
F RCS ARM 24 
DUICS 25 
TARGET OFF 26*  
27 TIG 000/10:00:00.0 
31 C1 15310 36 D V X  
-.6157 37 D V Y  32 C2 
33  11T 65.232 38 DVZ 
34 8T 113.206 
35 PRPLT 5672 
1 
P R I  2* 5* 
SEC 3 6 
OFF 4 7 
BURi ATT 8 8357 
9 PI23 
10 ~ 3 3 4  
HA HP 
TGT 151 2 






VGO X 2.54 
I 
ENG SEL O i l s  
OHS BOTH 15* PURGE EtfA 19* 
L 16 
R 17 S U R F D R I V E  
RCS + X  ACC 18 ON 22 
2 1  HT 197961 OFF 23* 
F RCS AR!i 24 
DU!G 25 
TARGET OFF 26* r 
27 T I 0  000/10:00:00.0 
31 C1 15310 36 D v x  
32 C2 -.6157 37 DVY 
33 HT 65.e32 38 DVZ 
3 4 O T  113.206 
35 PRPLT 5672 
. 









! 30211 I DEORB H,'IVREXEC 1 000110:02:33 3031i I I DEORB I_(VRCOAST I 000/I0:I0:06x
t G_L CK 1 000/00:02:33 GF,BL CK 1 000/'30:10:06
:,, L R TRIM L R L : R TRIM L R
"i; P .4 ,.2 '_ 12 .I P 6.0[ 6.0 P 12 .I
' I
;'I Y -6.0 6.9 Y 13 -6.5.14 6.5 Y 7.0: -7.0 Y 13 -6.9 14 6.9
,_ 5EL .. SEL
''_ ............ --PI_I_2*_......5" E((GSEL 0(_ PRI 2* Ei'(GSEL OHS
.. L... SEC 3 6 OMS BOTH 15" PURGEEI(Alg* SEC 3j 6 O)'LSBOTH--'--15*..PURGEENA 19"
I
OFF 4 7 L 16 OFF 4 _. 7 L 16
P I - '-.
: ..' BURkeATT 8 R357 R 17. SURFDRIVE BUP_IATT 8 R D R 17 SURF DRIVE
• _ '.9 P317 RCS +X ACC 18 Oil22 "-'::" 9 PIP,O RCS +X ACC IB Of€22 :
_' _" !0 Y344 21 $./T197961 OFF 23* 10 Y 0 21 ill"197961 OFF 23* "
!, _'J \
• i,: HA HP F RCS ARH 24 HA HP F RCS APJI24 '.....
TGT 151 2 DU_ 25 TGT : DUI_25
'TARGET!' CUR 151 2 CUR151 2 TARGETOFF 26* nFF 26*
"., TFF 25:42 27 TIG 000/I0:00:00.0 TFF IP,:05 27 TIG : :
• ' REI 4327 31 Cl 15310 36 DVX REI 4327 31 CI 36 DVX
' EXEC 32 C2 -.6157 37 DVY EXEC 32 C2 37 DVY
OYTOT .0 33 h'T 65.83E 38 DVZ OVTOT 33 FIT 38 DVZ
,!
.-I TGO 0:00 34 8F 113.205 TGO 34 8TI ; .' •
.; _ VGO X .00 35 PRPLT 5672 VGO X 35 PRPLT
'.'i Y .01 Y
Z .G_ LOAD 39 ST CRT TP,R 40 Z LOAD 39 ST CRT TMR 40
. \ /




TABLE 6.1-Vl.- NOMINAL END-OF-MISSION REFSMATS














• °. . .
78FM51:V
TABLE 6.I-VII.-NOMINAL END-OF-MISSION REL_TS _ND RELQUATS




k .72060636+00 -.24602864+00 .64822555+00
....... 1_ INRTL RELMAT (M50 to ADI) ......_.44939_56.J0 -.86814561+00 .21064281+00
.47763892+00 -.43276111+00 -.76457757+00
-_ .75492268+00 -.24298351+00 _ ._0913932+00
REFERENCE RELQUAT





















Minimum coast time prior to entry interface, min
/
20MS • • I
......... / .......... 5 26
• 1o_ : _ : .... i :...... 15 23.....
+xR_ / • /
- " ........ /. ............. 15 21
Center of gravity at entry /_nterface
/
Longitudinal, percent _ ............. a66 70 66 70
I
Lateral, in ..... _ ........... ' • ao.o0 0.00
I
Vertical,in . .... I".......... ' " " a375+-3 373.5
I
• / Entry
r factorMaximum normal load , g ............ a2.o 1.63
!
Maximum dynamic pressure, _psf
i
Hach >5 ..................... a300 190
Mach <5 a342 218
Maximum hinge moments, in-lb x 106
Left Inboard elevon ............... a+0.93 -0.397q
Right Inboard elevon ............... a+0.93 -0.395
Left Outboard elevon ................ a+0.43 -0.179
Right Outboard elevon i a+0.43 -O.188
I










Maximum hinge moments, in-lb x 106 (concluded)
-- Speedbrake . . . .... _-.. ] . _ _ ] T-_-. 7 ...... a+2,5 ........0_535 .........................
Maximum heating ra_e, Btu/ft2/sec .......... -- 61.4
Heat load, Btu/ft 2 ................... 53 731!
" Target (runway threshold)
Longitude, deg W ................ 117'820
Geodetic latitude, deg N ............ 34.966
Height above Fischer ellipsoid, ft " 2086.0
True heading, deg ................ 244.41
TAEM
Maximum hinge moments, in-lb x 106
Left inboard elevon ............... a+0.78 -0.257
Right inb_Ird elevon ............... a.0.78 -0.298
Left outboard elevon ............... a+0.35 -0.156
Right outboard elevon .............. a+0.35 -0.175
Body flap ..................... a-0.74 -0.275
speedb rake .................... a2. I 0.839








Maximum dynamic pressure, psf
i
MachI> 0.9 .................... a,b250-220 209 "
< 0.9 ..................... a340 267
d Approach and landing •
..... h
Maximum normal load factor, g ........... a2.0 1.33
Maximum dynamic pressure, psf ............. a340 278
Maximum hinge moments, in-lb x 106
Left inboard elevon ............... a+o.955 0.169
!
Right inboard elevon ............... a±0.955 0.167
Left outboard elevon ............. . . . a+0.46 0.042
Right outboard elevon " a_o.46 O.O41
Body flap .................... a+1.4 0.276
Speedbrake ..................... a±2.5 0.803
Time on the IGS, sec ................ >5 5.1
Speedbrake deflcction at 5000 ft, deg ........ 55-60 64.8
Preflare velocity, KEAS ............... 281 282
Normal acceleration duri_.g










Approach and landing (concluded)
!
Final flare altitude, ft (c.g.)i ........... 50-60 59/
l
J /Conditions at main gear touch_o_m
I
• l/
............ a218 191Groundspeed, knots . . .
Velocity, KEAS ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J 185 185
Range from threshold, ft ........... 3000 2942
............ 9.6 +2.4Descent rate, fps .... . a
<11 9.8Angle of attack, dog ...............
Energy reserve, sec . . . ,............. _4 8.1
aDenotes hardware/system constraint.
59





ORBITER SURFACE TEMPERATURE LIMITS iTABLE 6.2-II.-
l
J
Single mission temp limit, °F Temperature dispersion, OF i
Control surface ]
Czntrol Control point Aero heat Traj deflection Combined Temp limit,?tint location Material limit Equiv simp model uneert disp Bias Random effect OF
- I
Nose 2800 2950 180 65 .... 191 2759 }
i2 5ody flap 2500 Z600 247 146 0 33 289 2311
3 Wir_ leadir_ e_ge 2800 2950 272 92 .... 287 2663
1_ievon 2_00 2600 135 7b 4 3q 158 2442




TABLE 6.2-111.- STS-I CYCLE 3 THErmAL PROTECTIONSYSTEM (TPS) SU.FLuARY
w_XI_L_ _XIYUM ----
_ANEI PANFL HEATIN3 SURFACE SURFACE TOTAL" STRbCTLRAL
".3. AREA RATE, TEMFERATURE INSULATION HEAT LOAD TEHPERAIURE




Control F._ximum TPS temperatures, OF Simp-
point lified
location DispersionI 3J Mean _odel
C¢.:tpol (velo:ity Surf.dell. Aero . 30 limit, Margin,
point fps)a Nominal Mean Tra_ Bias Bandom heating Ccmblned dlsperson OF OF
1 Nose 2524 2515 72 .... 180 194 2709 2950 241
(22 800)
• ..........._ .. Body 2103 2132 161 O 33 247 297 2429------__2500 171
flap ....._ ....(18 o00) .......
i. Wing 2675 2670 54 .... 272 285 2955 2950 -5 -__
leadln_ "_
e_ge
L_ Eleven 2302 2323 4_ 4 3_ 135 150 2473 2600 I_7
= (18 000)
6 Forward 2_B5 2_78 70 -- -- 187 200 267B 2700 z_
chine
(22 800)




TABLE 6.2-V.- ELEVON AND BODY FL_P SURFACE DEFLECTION ERRORS ;;.




Error source Bias Random Bias Random
YCG (_0.5 IN) -- ±0.40 .... '_;
Maneuver capability +1.0 ...... ._
y
Asymmetric airframe thermal _j
(orbital) manufacturing -- _1.2 -- -- _,_
Bending under load N/A -- N/A -- ,'
_J
Deadband ZI.0 > 4_2.0 -- _,




corrections +.16 ±.46 -.32 _.93
/,
Sum bias _rrors +2.16 +1.68 /
RSS random errors +1.34 +.93 _"
asum bias errors
J,
without deadbana +1.16 -.32o 1
.I




aDeadband modeled in simulation.
bOnly positive errors (down defections produce increased heating.
.. . ci° subtracted from e]evon bia_ _ e!eve_ sch_dui_ !: _!° (l° up). - - "
TABLE 6.3-1.- ENTRY/TAEM I[7£ERFACE CO!TDITIONS
PAR/J4ETER V_,LUE
GET ,H_ :/_N:SEC .......... 54:24:17.64
T]ME FRGM £NTI_¥ ENTERFACE.MIN:SE_ • 0:25"3.36
: TAEM WEIGHT.LB .......... 191901.6
REi. t,T IvE VELOCITY. FPS ....... 2494.9
"J i -4.44'70
"- REL:ATIv£ FLZGHT PATtt t,_GLE.DEG




t GEoDET:[C L_,TITuDE.DEG /._ORTH ....
'_ GEOCE_,_TRIC LATITUDE.DEG NORTIt . . . 34._958
t, LTITUDE OF C.G, ABOVE FJSCHZR 84393_4 ....
ELLIPSO; D.FT ...........
,_LTITUDE OF C.G. ABOVE RUf_WAY,FT P25'_l"B
2.55
14.26
,_hGLE OF t, TTACK._EG .......
208.7
DYN€,MI C P_ESSU_E.PSF ......
'. DOP/_Rt._GE TO RUNWAY TH;_ESHOLD.N_( _0.I
-14.03
DELTA AZIMUTH TO HAC.DEG .....
64





GET .HR:MN :SEC ........... 54: 2cj: 27.;_4
TIME FROM ENTRY ENTERFACE.MIN:SEG . 0:30:12.96
RELATIVE VELOCITY. FPS ....... 573.6
RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH AE!GLE.DEG -19.9B09
RELATIVE HEADING FROM NORTH.DEG . . ,I15.1516
LONGITUDE .DEG W .......... 117.';191
• ' - GEODETIC LATITuDE.DEG N ...... 35.0_513
GEOCENTRIC LATITL_DE.DEG N ..... 34.62";2
ALTITUDE OF C.G. ABOVE FISCHER . ,
ELLIPSOI D,FT ........... 11928.0
ALTITUDE OF C.G. ABOVE RUNWAY,FT 9B24.6
DOWNRANGE TO RUNWAY THRESHOLD,FT "33371.7
G5
- ---- 
TAELE 6.6-1.- C-EAl:C AND 5-EANO CO!VUtiICATIC;N SEQUEl i tE O f  EYE!iTS 
632659 
62:251. 
f i 6 5 3 4  
5; .;;3 
4'.':;4. 
4 ' - - c .  
....-. 
4c ; r JS .  
31L..53. 













a!.: 3 :t: c. 
"l, c.1.;"'. 
-': 3 ::> t~ 
I..', i *;>. 
... 
-.. w : \  1.E. 
c. je:..: ,., 
A',. v:. t i t .  ;.. v:. t . 1 1  
I h l  3 
1,:) I 
I.', b 
279  'I 
15.  8 
15. 8 
2 9 3  7 
r , :  Y : , .  1 . 1 ,  
! . t .  . ' >  % 
A',: ":'. 1.1,  
. . . 
-.. 3 :I; 11  
A',: 3 :!> I .  
.'. v : .  E ,  E d  
.: r ' I  . . d  .:: 3 : i :  ti 5. 78 I 3 0 P a 7  0 
... : :.'A k;: 3  :I: t .  5' ve 2 3 0 1 0 7  3 
. 4 .  7 !. .S'..'. 9 . 1  5 i  ( 8  C 0 
.. . - . 1. :.; ::: v.. * . I ,  !a ! #  ;; 0 1 7 7  3 
: d :< ... : :.:;: "L'., 5* !* >; 1 1  I b ?  3 
.: 6 -. 0 
.. . 
, - 5 . 5. 1 9  C 
,- . . , . v i  5' 1 ,  I 2 c 26. b 
t . 2 , . I .: 3 :i: c ,  .-' 9 ' 3  3 C 3tt 4 
3 .  4 ' . "-.. 5 5  , 5. : 9  - 7  
.: .. - . .  ..- 1 5  l t 5  1 
. . .. . 3 : C 5 4  I 9  ?a  3 0 XI7 . 
: : -, :': ? % ( ~ 1 .  5 4  l q  5 1  . .C 9: 9 
. . 5 ;. .; c..-!> * : ; a  $6  2 3  5 1  1 1  7 r 3  5 
... 
... '. . .  . ... .:C I . ! .  5 1  f R  L C  . 3  b 5  C 
.. 5 '  .. .:, :.: , ;!: I .  !a >9  5 5  3 0 :*l  6 
: % . . : : I .  5 1  1 8  I C  . O  8: 6 
. : . .  ., 2 : .  v:.c,I, 5 4  1; 4 . s 144 s 
. . ' .  . ; ... 5 , : ;  5 4  3 3  b 3 0 78 7 
. . .  
.  . ... :I. 3  ti: Cr 5 4  3 3  6 3 0  7 7  4 
" I .  '9 i -  L: r : .  L i f r  5 4  3: ;a . .0 8 1 . 9  
































































































































































































































































- L_ giide phase
160 -- _ Constant
I drag phase
120 -- / Transition
phase . .
80 --
I ] I I I i I
40 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 x 103
Relativevelocity,fps
























and rollout Final Preflareand shallow
flare glide slope _ -,---Steepglide slope-----




........... _ 0 I ........................................................ _.....
CYCLE-3
-2
! I ! I I t I I
-40 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16X 103
RELATIVESPEED,FPS











I I I ' I I , | I :
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0x 103
RELATIVESPEED,FPS
Flnure 3,2-2.- Comparison of cycle 2 and 3 sPeedbrake schedules.












1 deg up c y c l e  3 (10.5' az imuth deadband) 




e 12 t / r 0 deg c y c l e  2 (12.5' r z imu th  deadband) 0 





I' I I 1 I I I I 
. > 
I _ 1; 1 6  18 2 0 22 24 26 x l o 3  
2 e l a t i v e  velocity, fps 
!/
f
' ENTRY/TAEMi 320 .- ,,
,, INTERFACE
280240---" "%_'"-._ + I 1200 " "'" _"
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• / \
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RANGE,N.MI.
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Fl.oure 3.2- 5.- ITc,e_] guldonce dyna,,)lC" pressure ] Iml ts.
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z6 " ' N_'JoPAGE IS
._ -""i_++.."lQUALI_Y
1 
5 3 : 2 4  53 : 26 53 : 28 53:30 53 :32 53 :34 53:36 53:38 : 53:40 53:42,  
T i r e  o f  i g n i t f  o n ,  GET, hr:rnin ' 
I 
I 




.... 8:8ox,0.o. .. _ !
- 1 _ Entry interface
.......... • -5 min
"°°'"'°' I I_;\ [
?.zo×io.O5 ] 0MS cutoff ,
OMSi_nition
_6.40xIO'05 I '





Z.OOXlO"" ?,33X10 °03 Z.67X10 °03 3.01X10 "03 5.35X10 °0] ]._gXlO °0_ _.O]xlO °03 _.37x10 '03





..... . .-.,.. . ..... . -|
_.58xI0 °0_ il Ii
attitude l










Z.OOXlO _J Z.3]XIO "0] 2._7X_0 °03 ].01X10 '0] ].]5X10 "0] ].6gX10 °0] 4,0]x10 °0] (.]7X10 '0]






':-.....iI_ ......II ._-_i_._. .....i_ ..'-1_, ...uJ MNVR to ignition 0_4Scutoff to entry_ ....
,_° attitude ( i ( ,_u,._/- I
T I I ..... I I _ _ Entry interfaceu
II u_,_Ignitlon _ -5 mln .. l
, I_I II .........J (L_ !









].O0_IÙ°Of _'.l;_iO _ _iO ) 01_I0 _ _xlO I _Q_i ,Of _.O_io.Ol _.l,'_ 0 '0_









- qO. ,.00,_0.01 2.))_ij.Oj 2.6:xi0,0% %.Ùi_iO.O$ ).1_I0 "0% ).b_io'O_ _.0_i0"0% _.)pxio'O$
GEl MINUS 190,000 (SEC)








"'= II I ! I] f
L_
FIIIVRto ignition:,0,% cutoff HNVR to entryF--JuJ
_ attitude --
• _-z:"5" 1__ 1 -5minEntryinterface
• . . 0- \\
0. 2.00_10.0j 2.13<10,03 /2.b?_i0,0_ 3.01xlO,0J l.jSx10,O] _,OOx10.oOj 4,.OIxIo.O_ _.j,x10.,)3






- 50. Z.00_I0.03 2.3tx10.o 3 ,_.67x10,0,_ 1.01x10.03 ] 35_10.03 3.(_qxlo,O 3 _,.01_10.03 ,..J;_1 .01






• "0. 2.C0,_o.OI Z.ii=t0.O] 2.oh(10.OJ ].01,(_0.0J 5.],_xt0.0J ].OQ_I0 '01 _..0]K10"0] -.5', 0"0_
GEl" MINUS I_0,000 (SEC)
Fioure 6,1-6.- Displayed ADI anglos-intertial - deorbit.
i • . -
•- i_ .......... •
81
MNVRto ignition OMS toff
attitude !
-I.=_o. _ - Entry Interface1-3
_- MNVR to entry -5 _,in
..... _ 0MS ignition..... attitude .....
_'" 2-00110 *0:[ 2._:_I0 *05 Z.b7_(IO *05 3.01XI0 "03 5.3r)x10 *Oj 3.0q_(lO "03 _,.03xlO "OJ -.3/x',O*_t'"






_0. Z.00w10,05 2.3]_0.0_ 2.07xi0.03 ].01x_0.O_ ].]_I0.03 ].bqxlO.03 _.03_i0.0! ,.3,_I0,0_
GET ;tlNLIS 190, 000 (SEC)
"-_ O. _,,_' ' - _=--_ _ ......
_J
Z. C".# .';")_ _.}I"I0 "0_ _.bTx10 "0_ 1.01110 *0j _.1_I0 *05 _.Oql10 "0S ,.0_,i_'05 ,.I, l }-3_
GET HiNUS 190, 000 (SEC)
Figure 6.1-7.- Displayed ADI anoles-LVLH - dc_rbit.
P,2
, _S ignition OMS cutoff
{
I









0. " _ .... ---_
Z.6OIIO "0-_ /.6_x10 "01 1.6_J(_3 "Oj ?.7Z_10 "Oj 2. ,"6_10'0 ] l._xlO "03 l .,&,,,x10 "0._ ,_._,x 10"03
GET MINUS 190,000 (SEC)




_, 300. '" --_ I I
u_ _ ""-_- OMS cutoff
_" OMS Ign_.tion: _ _L
x I / _ ' "O. /
/
300.2.00x10,03 ,Z.o_lo°O] Z.6t, xtO/05 Z.7ZxIO,03 2.7o_(I0"03 Z.80_(10'03 Z.64xIO'O3 Z.SaxlO °0]




qO. Z.6OXIo.O] ?.t_.x_O.03 Z.6_x_o.O] Z.;,Zxlo,O] 2.7bxlo,OJ Z.t, Ox,o.O] 2.t,_.xlo.O] Z._Sxl ,03
GET MINUS 190,000 {SEC]
200. .,,. ,0] .01Z.60_(_O u_ Z.6_.xlO 2.0_x10 2.72xi0 "03 2.76x10 '05 Z._Ox_O '0_ 2.S_.xIO "03 Z. t,t,_ 10°03
GET MINUS 190,000 {SEC)
Fi.'iure6.1-9.-Displayedvelocity-to-qov,.ztorin b()dy-axlscoordin_ites- _eorbit.
!
o.u_ OMS ignition _ OMS cutoff
x
_ ,
- 400.2._0x10.oJ 2.64x10"03 Z.6Sx_0"03 Z.72x10"03 Z./6xl0 "01 Z.10xl0 '03 Z.8_xl0 "03 Z.BSx10"G3
GET HIHUS 190,000 (SEC) ..................................
" I00._,60X10.03 Z,_4XIO '03 2.1_8xI0 "03 Z.IZxIO "c3 2.76XI0 °05 Z._OxIO '03 Z /_,xlO "03 Z EExIO "03






" I&0"Z.60XIC.'0| Z.6_.x10 °03 Z._x10 °03 Z./Zx10 °0] Z "6xI0 °0] Z._0J(10 °03 Z.8_.Xl0 °0] Z.88x10 "03
GET MINUS 190,000 (SEC)
Figure 6.l-lO.- Velocity-to-go vector in LVLIIcoordinates - deorbit.
_5
160.
u , OHS ignlt O_,:Scutoff "{ t!
o
b..
O.Z.6_xlo,03 Z.6_xIo.O] Z.6_,xlo,O] Z.TZxlO.¢3 Z.76xlo.O3 Z.8OX_O,O] _._4xlo,O] Z.8_xIo,O] .....
.... GET MINUS 190,000 (SEC)







O.Z.60xlO.03 Z.O_,xlo.OJ Z.66xlo,O] Z.lZx10.O3 Z.16x_o.03 Z.80x_O.03 Z.t,(,x_G .Ol Z._&xlo.03
GET[SEC)















1_200. ..... \_ o_ ' -







O.Z.6Ox10,O] 2.64xi0,01 Z.68x10,0} Z.72xI0,0] Z./6x10,03 Z._0xl0.j3 Z.84xI0,03 2.88xi0,03
GET MINUS 190,000 (SEC)








175. Z.bOxiO.C: _ Z.o_,xtO._ 3 2.t,_x10.O 3 Z.lZx_o.03 Z.7&xio.Ol Z._,Oxio.O 1 Z.,,,4xIO.C 3 Z._,_x10.03





. _. 2.t, OX,o.OJ; Z.O_.X10 '0-_ Z.6_XlO "03 2.7Zxlo '03 Z.76xlO "0-_ Z.t, Ox10 *03 Z.84XlO *03 2.88xI0"03







• i, Z._O=io.O$ 2.O_xiO.O) Z.68xio.O} Z.TZxiO.03 Z.lbxio.OJ Z._,Oxio.O)2._ ,0"Of E.SB=t "0_
GET HII_US 190,960 (SrC)
Figure 6.1-13.-DisplayedADI angles-reference- deorb|t.
8_
_85o
0MS ignition 0MS cutoff
175. Z..6DxI0O03 Z.64x10.03 2.b_X10.0J Z._2xI0.03 Z. 76Xi0,03 2._0xI0.03 Z._&x_0,03 Z._XI0,03
..... i GET MINUS 190,000 [SEC) ............
- 15.
- 25. Z.60x10,01 Z.6_x10.03 2.6_xI0,03 Z.12x10,0_ Z.76x10,0] Z._0x10.03 2._4xi0,0_ 2.t_xl ,03
GET MINUS 190.000 (SEC]
5.
° _°
Z._OxIO ,01 Z.b_xlO *05 Z.b_xIO "03 Z.7ZxIO "01 Z.76xIO '0_ Z._Ox10 *0_ 2.8_xI0 .03 Z._Sx10 o]
GET MINUS 190.00n [SEC]
Figure 6.1-14.-Displayed ADI angles-inertial- deorbit.
_9
GET NINUS 1 9 0 . 0 0 0  (SECJ 
I j ., 
! 
- 
2 . 6 0 ~ 1 1 ' ~ '  2 b 0 ~  Z . ~ & X ~ O . ~ ~  2.72- z . ~ L R ! o ' O ~  
GET WINUS 1 9 0 . 0 0 0  (SEC) 







e_ OMS ignition OtiScutoff
lJl
Z.(_Ox10"05 Z.6(,X,O °03 2.6SXI0 "0] Z.ZZxlO °Oj Z. 7b_.10'03 Z.8OXlO °03 Z.84X10 °0] Z.88xlO °Oj




0 2,60xi0"03 2.6_xI0'0] Z.6_I0 "0] 2.72xi0"03 2.76xi0"03 1._I0 "03 2._4x_0°03 2._x_C ''_3

















• Z.? 2.60110,01 Z.6_XIo,O] 2.68%10,01 Z.TZXIo,O] 2.16XIo,OI Z._OXIO,03 Z.8_%10,03 Z.88X10,O]
GETMINUS 190,000 (SEC) ..
_'






GET HINUS 1 9 0 * 0 0 0  ( S E C I  
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o ............ I • • • I .........
-240.0 -200.0 -160.0 -120.0 -80.0 -40.0 0.0 0.0 80.0
ALTITUDE RATE, FT/SEC
ALTITUDE-NLT!TLJDE RNTE PHASE PL.ANE

























° --, , ........... , ,
d-7o.'o -_o.o -so.o -4o.o -3o.o -2o.o -to.o o.o to.o
' PILiITUO[ RRTE,FTISEC

















_J Uh_RY THR SHOIO
i
_2 .1 "-. 4
-14.0 -12.0 *lO.O -8.0 -6,0 -4.O -2.0 0:0 2.0
/gLTITUDER_qT[,FTISEC
RLTITUOE-RLTITUOE RRTE PHASE PLANE
FROM FINAL FLRRE TO ]OIJCH[]OI,IIq
Figure6.4-17
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STS-I OPERATIONAL FLIGHT PROFILE "" CYCLE 3

Figure 6.4-19.- Continued. I 
I 

- ? : I 
EfE A - ' : " . : f  
c . 5 .  A'-- :. - 2 :  
a&.,;: - 2  > , . * , " A  . 
.>2;-.- ; ' . ; E  
FL';*- ''A'- ,'.;LE: 
* A d  
PITCH 
P 2 1 1  
7 2 . 3  SEC 
3C,23 .?  F' 
9 9 3 . :  F -  
3 9 ' 3  . 4  c :  
- 
. , . :? 
. : 3 . 5  Z E 5  
. 3  2 E G  
- 1 5 . 9  CEG 
- . ?  L E G  
f l H E  TO LAN31NG - 6 2 . 2  SEC 
EYE ALTITUSE 7 0 6 3 . 6  FT 
C . G . A L T I T U 3 E  * 7C6S.7 FT 
RAVCE 73 PUKWCY * - 2 5 8 2 7 . 3  F: 
CROSSRANGE - 1 2 . 5  FT 
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE* - 2 0 . 5  D E G  
YAW . 2  DEG 
PITCH - 1 6 . 1  DEG 
ROLL - . 2  DEG 
I L C.." 
0 9  :st. , 9 7 9  
- -  -- 
(e) 5 2 . 2  seccnds p r i o r  t o  touchdown. 




T I M E  13 LAEIDING a 22.2 SEC 
EYE ALTITUDE = 430.7 F T  
C . G .  ALTITUDE 424.4 F T  
R A N G E  TG RUNWAY * -6101.7 F T  
C R 3 S S R A N C E  . 4 . 6  F T  
FLIGHT PATH A ? i G L E 8  -8.5 O E C  
Y A W  . O  DEC 
PI TCH - 1 . 5  DEG 
R 0 L L  8 - . I  DEG 
___ _-- 







I D  CI 
L.  CL**.ll 
I 
F i ~ u r e  6.4-1 9.- Continued. 
Figure 6.4-1 9 .- Continued. 
Figure 6.4-19.- Continued. I 
I 
TlEE T O  L A N D I N G  
E Y E  ALTlTUCE * 
C . C .  A L T I T U D E  = 
RANGE T O  RU?;riAY 
CROSSRANGE x 
FLIGHT P A T H  A N G L E '  
Y A Y  * 
P I T C H  r 
. O  SEC 
3 4 . 2  F7 
19.0 FT 
2346. j4 FT 
3.6 F f  
- .3 DEC 
.O DEG 
9.3 DEG 
. . 1  DEG 
! 
1 
F i g w e  6.4-1 9 .- Concluded. ' !  ! 
I VCIIT I ( l f l i  , I I ,  [ : f I f i ,  1 )  1 I t  I f l l ? i !  I : I  ,l-.V[ll\J 
[IF':[ ' L J : [ ; ' l '  1 [I( 11%: I t\JG l<Ol .I . [ I \  1';' 
Figu re  6.5-1 
Figure 6.5-2 
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RUNL-JIIY POS I T I OK, f T ~10' 
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H e S t  Imaltude. deg 
1 
Flgu-e 6.6-2.- US-1 entry gmmdtrock Qld T A U N  m t s .  
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Ccar sltitude, f t  
C r o s s c ? n ? ~  w.r.t. ?/W $, f t  
*Note 
I4S2LS ranse,  AZ and EL v a i  i d  
R a n ~ e  and hZ vzlid if: 
-C?fC 21;d A2 locked cn 
*EYE range 5 15 n. m i .  
* A 2  c 13.5' 
*Vehicle headlng w.r. t  
EL valid i f :  
*Dl:€ and EL locl.ed on 
criteria 
. runway 
i ! mDVE range s 15 n. m i .  
*EL < 2ga acd > . 5 O  
I 
42 .. i 2 . > '  
'r 





) - .- -- 
-. 
Itjn;!.S 2 ,  AZ 5 EL ;a1 i d  . I \ 
v e h i c l e  h e a d i c ~  d . f . t .  \ I 
r = i 7  135 
- 7  
,q = - 1 5 j ~  \. . I. '. \ 
I '. \ 
- 3  = -52 252 I \ 
1 
'-. 
Grourldtrack -2- -\ 
\--- 
:W = -2; 372  AZ/PKC.E 
\ I-.  





Gur~ay  center1 i n ?  EL invalid Runway 
I AZ > 24.7" 
I I ? = :  
I GFi = 3 
1 3a = 2254 
F i ~ j r c  r j  " .- Y W . 5  coverage sequence. 
1 
ENTRY 1NITIALIZATIO:J LO:D FOR THE OK3OARD 01QUTER 
The midance m n s t a n t s  f u r  the e a t r y ,  T E M ,  and AhL phzses a r e  pre2ented i n  
t a b l e s  A-I(a), A-I(b),  ar." " -I(c), respec t ive ly .  
- -  




VALUC WJXf S MISSION DEPENDEldi 
C O i  ST ANT 
u p r  1~::' dLPnA CCW.Z?tD SLOPE 
cof;ST t!4T 
f$ltl]t:JM PLFHA CCh:#Afdn UPPER 
~ 1 f f I T  INTERCEPT 
L:I Filrluv a L P t u  C G ~ ~ V A ~ ~ D  UPPER 
L I M I T  SLOPE 
ACL 1 U3 DEG 
.76F6G670+01 
ACLI  M4 ht I NIh'Urt ALPHA COr.Y;AHO LC'iER 
L I l J I T  SLUPE 
Tlla!E CO!<STANT FOR H DOT FEE3BACM 
FACTCR I t 4  UD/DV F C R  ~CHPERAT1~RE 
CGI i lR3L  CUIOL'nCE U S E 0  70 D L F I h E  
c2n 
TACTOR I N  DD/DV FOZ IEE2LCA:URE 
cO~IIRCL GUIDANCE lJSED 10 D E F I N E  C73 
DESlPED CO'iSTANT DRAG L E V E L  
W A X  ll.lL'M L / D  Cct;:*lLFiD OUTSIDE  OF 
t!FASll.G EQROR DEADSA'iU 
DEG 
DEG. 
ALPCKD CONSTANT TEdY I N  YE 
S Y M B O L  
C k L P C 1 4 1  
C A L P O t S l  
C A l P O ( 6 1  
C A L P O ( 7 1  
C A t P O (  8  1  
'- C A L P O I  9 1  
C A C P O I  1 0 1  
C A L ? l ( l )  
C L L P l ( 2 )  
c n L P r c s )  
C A L P I  ( a 1  
C L L P  1  ( 5 )  
C t L P l ( 6 1  
C A L P l l 7 J  
C b L P l ( 8 J  
C P L P 1 1 9 1  
C P L P l (  1 0 )  
C A L P 2 l  1 1  
CALP2 1 2 )  
C b L D I I 3 1  
C C L P 2 ( 4 J  
C A L P 2 ( 5 J  
C 4 ~ G 2 1 6 )  
C A L P 2 1 7 )  
C A L P Z ( 8 1  
TABLE A - I  (a).- Continued. j 
& ~ P c h ! 3  CONS TAN^ TEEM V E  1 03 . 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 C * 0 2  DEC 
I 
M 
C L P C V D  c C h S T l r * T  T E s c  IN V L  1 O3 . a o o ~ c o o o ~ o ~  DEG Y 
-. --. 
A L C C Y D  C O N S T A - , T  f i L 1 . q  ;H Y E  - c3 -a-o-~~w50*02 DEG M 
-1 
1 03 - . 3 t s 3 1 0 3 0 - G 3  DEC-STC/FT U f i t P C V 3  R A T E  TEE'J v E  
& L ? C U ~  R A T E  T E D U  I h  b'E 8 03 .62E;23EO.C2 D E C - S E C / r t  t3 
TABLE A - I  (a )  .- bnt inux! .  
C A l P 2 1 9 )  
C A L P Z t  1CJ 
CCDO T 1 




CCrW 7 6  
CG30 1 7 
CC2Uf8 
cczo T9 
c Q C E  4 F  
Crr6 (  1 1  
C T I G ( l i  
C t l S ( 3 I  
W U L ~ ~ P L I C A T I G N  F A C T G R  ON c l t  FCR 
ALPHA U G C U L A t  I Or4 





MlRI~'U**~ V A L U E  CF C 1 6  
Y A L : U W  V A L U E  C F  Cl6 
TA9tE A - I  ( a )  .- Continued. - 
/- - -- 
RAC 
-. 13C19rl09*00 
C 2 f i  CG'.STAhT v.'.L!JE LIPdEAR TERM 
c33 LI? .ELQ T E R ~  C 3  . ~ 2 5 0 C t ~ 3 - ~ 5  s / ; l  . t ~ t  U 
C 2 9  CG'.STAhT V L c b E  C 3 . 1 0 ' , C O C 3 G - 0 1  t / f  l G  U 
C I G  CO'.STCt.r vL;L'E 1 7 4  L i r .EAQ TEllf4 0 3 - 1  G C ~ O G S 9 O - 0 1  I,'CLG M 
C Z @  L I ? . E A 7  V L L L L  0 3  - G O ~ . t L ' G ' I U  S / f  1- D i S  V 
C 2 0  CC~.S;r! iT Y A L L E  0 3  .G3GrjG933 1 / L E G  bl 
I % l t l A L  VALUE OF D23 0 3 . 1 9 3 R O Z G 0 * 0 2  F f / S " 2  PL 
G3 . 4 3 C G 0 3 3 3 6 * 0 2  DEG 
0 J . Z O S C 0 3 6 0 ~ 0 1  D E C  
ChEKSY L E V E L  A T  S T P 2 :  OF 
T R L \ S l T I C r i  
h';%lMWd VALUE GF OPE F P  A!.O 
D 1 E F P - O F  I N  TALhSlTiGh PHASE 
TABLE A-I(a).-  Continced. i 
CESCR I PT 10t4 U C V A L U E  W l l S  KISS ION DEPEp*DEkf 
CCPIST b H T  
F A C T C R  114 sxco:n;ht no11 CCIC.'A~$D 0 3  .COCCCOOO t / s  M I 
FACTOR I N  S M O O T H l h G  R O L L  COVMAhO ! 0 3  . l O C O O O C O - 0 3  1/s M I 
I FACTOR 1 N  S M O O T H I h G  R O L L  COVh?bhD I O3 .0ooooooo t / s  Y 
FACTOR I N  SECG:HINC ROLL CCtA'AhD 1 0 3  . O O O O ~ ~ O  I/s kc f 
SCALE HE I C n T  C O h S T A H t  T E R U  I 0 3  . 2 7 0 0 0 > 0 0 * 0 5  F f  D 
SCALE r(E I S H T  CG:,STLN ?TERM . 4 5 5 U 3 5 3 0 + 0 5  F 7  
SCALE H E I G H T  S103C WRT V E  ; 03 
SCALE H E I G H T  S L O P E  W R f  VE 1 03  - .91450G3C)+OO S  ------ - - 0 I --. . 
f 
I 
MlNlKUM L/D R A T I O  1 0 3  . 5 0 2 0 0 C 3 3 + 0 3  N3 0 --\ . '- ., 7 0 3 1 6 C  C LCCMIN 
m 
032 1 c C t4ALP 
0 3 4 9 C  C PREBNK Y .  1 03 .OG@CDC)OO DEC P R E E H T R ~  ASS;€ COh-.IAH3 
H A X I M U N  R O L L  B I A S  03 . 1 2 i ) 0 0 0 0 C * O &  REG 0 4 .  I 
VAXJF.*U!d VALUE 3 i  R L U  0 3  . 7 0 9 0 ~ 0 0 * 0 2  OEC O .  . . 
I 
C O E F F l C l  ENT I N  F I R S T  R L M  SEGwEt+T 03 . 7 0 C U W 3 0 * 0 7  DEG D 
I D 
1 
C O E F F I C I E N T  I N  S L C O h D  R L M  SECaACNT 0 3  - . 3 7 C 0 0 0 3 0 * 0 3  DEG i 
C O F F F l C l  E N 1  I N  SECOt iD RLM SEWEN1 0 3  . lf.COoOCO+@O Q E G - S / F t  0 i 
N ] N I H U U  VALUE OF RLht 0 3  . 3 0 ~ 9 0 0 0 0 + 0 2  DEc D 
RAhGE E l  A S  T E R 2  C3 . f 9 C ~ G t 3 0 + 0 2  hM h? 
I N I T I A L  V E L O C I T Y  FOR TEMPER- 0 3  FT/S Wi 




V E L C C l T S  TO S T A R T  A L P H A  I 0 3  F t i S  H 
K G D U L A T I  G H  FOR ~.CN-CCNVERGENCE .23305000+93 i  
! 
TABLE A-I.(a)  .- Continued. 
D E S C R I  P t 1 3 V  C C 
A l P C ' t 3  V S  V E  Se.L'.CILR I 
ALPCltD V S  VE B'JL~CLQ f 
LLpCrf3 V S  VE BSL'e3LQ f 
A L E C D t 3  V 5  VE B X h Z L R  1 
ALPCVD V S  VE B'r;'.=ta t 
PLPC'P3  V S  V t  O C u ' * 3 b 1  7 
A:cTt:D V S  V E  Q C L h 3 2 R f  
t ~ p C ' a ' C  V S  ' iE  B:L'.:LR f 
LL::"~ V S  7i 5 ; ~ ' . 3 C 9  f 
c';vp.zt=r V E ~ G C ;  T r  G E  -.EE~ 
OLJACELTI  C S C G V C h r S  1 f d  I .  
TE:'P€PLf UfiE CC'*Ta?; F H d S E  
i " !  T I A L  'YEICCI :f F C D  
1 j L ' c f P i T U R E  C ! J L ~ ; L T I  C .  
0 3 1  24:C) 
hE:T R A T E - E C U l  C I E Q l i J ' J  G L I D E  
P H E S E  6011'~LPRY L E i C C  I t Y  
V E L ~ C : T Y  . O  S T n a t  ~ 1 6  C Z C G  
Eaar,s T E G M  
C ~ C J  v t L u c l t r  B ~ E A * S O  ;t.t 
V n x l w d ' ~  ~ ' E t o C l  T f  Foil L : Y ~ T I ~ C  
L!."c D f A L  VP13 
! ;Lr : f ;d ' :  ' b E 1 C C : t t  FCE i I H , T I r u G  
OL'vr( Cf.GL E CGhl'/Ll.D 
C V B I  
C V C l G  
5 C L l E  H E  :GhT V S  V E  UCUhSLaf 
5 C i L E  t 4 E l G M T  V i  WE aCL\ ;ARY 
VElttlTv 1 0  S T A R T  A L P H A  
t:CCdlA t A 0.4 
P a E S I C T Z 3  th3 V E L C i i T Y  ICR 
C.CSSTA1.i D R k t  P H ~ S E  
TABLE A - I  (a).- Concluded. 
VRDT 
V R l M C  
V E L C C I T Z  10 S T G R T  W 3 0 T  FEEDSCCK 
V E l C t l T Y  IN T R L 9 S 1 T l G Y  YIXIY'UM 
ROLL CCI2HE?iD D E T E R Y I  NAT ICN 
L C C A L  C I  RCULLR C m T T  V E L O C I ~ Y  
F ;EfEEEf .CE V E L O C I T Y  F C R  
E O U I L I O R ~ U ! A  G L l G E  
REFEfiEf. ' ,E V E L O C I  T Y  A T  E N T R f -  
T A E M  1 l . T E R F P C E  
r.Os*l*;rL V E L S C ~  T Y  A T  STLR: GF 
T  RL:.S 1 7 ; 0r. FHA f E  
VSAT 
V S  1 
V T A E M  
Y L  B l L S  USSO 1N T E 5 T  FOR LYN 
0 3 .~CC~OOCJOJOC~-O~ WAD 
Mi\lMLM H f d 3 I ~ f  E R P O Q  C E A Z B L % D  . 
K A X I P U w  H E A 3 I P i C  E R E 0 4  fEADaAh3 , 
G A I N  FOR W D C T  F E E 3 B A C K  
I 
I 
TABLE A - I  (b )  .- DEFI  t l I T I O I i  OF TAEM GUIDANCE COIISTAMTS(G4.9) 
I I 
U S I D  SW SYMBOL OESCRIPT l o t i  M C VPLUE L N l T S  Ltl S S I O N  D C F E h 3 E N t  
v97u I I CONStnNT 
CO%STA'.T G A l N  USED T O  CGtn'PUTE 
083 4 -  1 . C 2 E 0 3 1  
C L S I C  C 4 l 2 )  
GEL H t  
G E L  n2 
DEL R EMAXI 1 )  
OEL R E M A X ( 2 )  
CFJZCC 
O Y i L C l  
h a E F  A r . D  C H 3 2 F F  
P t T  I l U D E  ERRCR COEFF I C l E h T  
4 t T 1 T U D E  ERROR C O E F F l C I E h T  
DELTA RANGE U S E 0  TO CO' tPutE 
Eh*dX 
G A I N  U S E D  10 CCh'PUTE C h Z C  
P n . j S f S  0 . 1 .  A N D  2 LOk'E4 t.zC 
L l I J I T  
PHASES 0 . 1 .  AN3 2 UPPER hfC 
L l h ' l l  
?HAS€ 3 UPPER K t t  L l S l t  
0 3 . 2 O C 3 G G O 3 * 5 2  DEC 
03 DEC 
. 9 8 6 0 0 0 0 3 + 0 2  
TABLE A-I(b).- Continued. 
0 : 4 4 c  
O r 4 5 C  
0 ' 4 6 C .  
01 SOC 
a t 6 r c .  
o : s 2 c .  
O'SOC. 
0: 6 5 C  
0 1 6 7 C .  
OIEt8C. 
O ~ i O C .  
0 1 7 1  c 
01 7 3 C .  
O t i 4 C .  
O l i 7 C .  
0 1 7 8 C  
O I 0 1 C .  
0 1 0 2 C .  
E D E L N Z ( 1 1  
E C E L N Z ( 2 )  
EDRS(  1 I 
E D R S 1 2 )  
EMEP C I  ( 1 . 0  
EUEF C l  ( 1 . 2 )  
E M L P  C 1  ( 2 . 1 )  
EaEP C1 ( 2 . 2 )  
EMEP CP ( r ,  1 )  
EMEP C2 ( 1 . 2 )  
EKEP C 2  ( 2 . 1 )  
EMEP C 2  ( 2 . 2 )  
EN C 1  ( 1 . 1 )  
E N C !  11 .2 )  
EN C 1  ( 2 . 1 )  
EN C l  1 1 - 2 1  
EN C 2  ( 1 . 0  
E% C 2  ( 1 . 2 )  
DESCR 1 PT I O N  
hOfJ1NAL SPEEDBRAnE C O L M P k D  
VALUE 
MACH DSBCM SPEEDBRAN E COUhTAND 
D E L T A  RANGE V A L U E  USED TO 
COf*lPUTE SHPLY K 
CONSTAhT USED I N  D E T E R ~ l l K A ~ X O N  
OF t H A X  
D E t T  i. CNEXGY OVER WE I C H T  USED 
10 CthlPLJTf EMAX bSD CKlN 
SLOPE OF E S  W I T H  R A N G E  
SLOPE OF ES W I T H  RANGE 
CONSTANT ENERGY OVER Y E l G H T  , .  
USED TO CGQPUT E EMEP 
SLOPE OF EMEP W I T H  RANGE 
SLOPE C; Eh:'P W I T H  R L N G E  
SLOPE OF LUEP W I T H  R P N C E  
SLOPE OF EMEP W I T H  RANGE 
CONSTANT ENCRGY OVER YE: GHT 
U j C D  TO CC?,f?UTE EN 
VALUE UNITS urssIoH DEPENDENT 
CONSTANT 
! OEC 
. 6 5 O O W O O * O ~  
TABLE A-I! 3) .- Continued. 
DESCR 1 P T  I O N  U C VALUE UNITS M I S S I O N  C E P E N 3 t N T  
C O h S T C Y f  
S L 0 7 E  OF EN W I T H  R A N G E  
SLOPE OF EN H I  T H  R A N G E  . 
>A%C' USED FOR I E L  S E L E C T l C N  
Rnb:GE U S E D  FOR IEL S E L E C T l O H  
CCLdSTALT EhERSY OVER k i I G n T  
USED T C  ccs;urE E S  
F ? l C . n T D A l Y  E R P P 9  C O E F F I C I E N T  
T L I C M T P A I H  EE909 C C E F F l C L E N T  
F L : c i i T P A  :H E R R C 2  B A S 3  
S T E E P  G L I D E S L C P E  A ' -LC€  
STEEP C L I D Z S l O r C  n b . G 1 E  
C0YSTAt.T U S E D  TO CGMPUTE GljH 














UPPER L I M I T  ON CDH 0 3 . 1 0 C C X O D d  0 1  H 3  D 
G A I N  USE3 T O  C Q S P U T E  ECb'.ZLL 0 3 . l O S C D 3 C O . 0 1  G.S/FT 0 
G A l N  IlSED T O  CC'2PlJTE E@bp.ZlrL 0 3 - 1 C C O C C C O - 0 1  G - S / i  l D 
GAIN  USED TO CO!I'FUTE ECM'sZLL 
GAIN USED TO COHPUTE EOWhZUC C 2 4 5 C  P GEUL 
G A I N  Oli  H E A D I N G  EqGOR FOR P k A S E  
1 ROLL CC!,":A\D 
G A I N  Oh RbOlAL RATE E R E 0 9  FOR 
PHASE 2 ROLL Cc!~'.'bhO 
TABLE A - I ( b )  .- Continued. i 
CESCR I P T I O H  A L E  UW1TS Y l S S l O N  CCNT-TAN1 DEPENDENT 
PHASE 3 L A T E R A L  ERROR G A I N  I I O3 . 5 3 G O C 3 9 0 - 0 1  C E t / F T  D 
P P I ~ S E  3 L A T E R A L  RATE ERRCR C A I t *  03 .S9COOOOC*OO D : G - S / f I  D 
A L T I T U C E  EfiRCR OCU\O FO? T R A V S I -  
T l O N  TO A U T O L A h 3  
I 
L L T I T U C E  f iEFEREhCE F O R  T R A N S I -  I 03 F 1 
TION TO A U T O L A _ ~ P  . l O C O 0 0 0 0 + 0 5  
A L T ~ ~ U D E  REFERENCE FOR T R A s S I -  7=--- F T 
T ~ O Y  T O  A U T O L A \ D  ( .SOCoGCSo*OJ 
A L T I T U D E  USEO TO COklPU1E X A L I  
A?iD HREF 
G A I N  ON HERROR TO COMPUTE DNZC 
A L T I T U C E  USEO TO COYFUTE XFTC 
A L T I T U 3 E  USED TO COMPUTE X F T C  
C O ~ S T A $ . T  USED-  T O  ccusurc OGLL 
= I l i 0 . / 1 9 9 2 3 J  P S F / L B  MI 
LOIER L l U l T  OH C P S P R F  = P E G C l  1 )  
P B i C l 2 l  
PGGCOl 1 ) 
E G K C Q l 2 )  
C9HC1 1 )  
P B H C I 2 1  
P B 9 C I  1 )  
P6,'CI 2 1  
FHAVGC 
F H A V C L L  
I T A N  (5.2 0163) .  l A h  1 6 . 3 D T P ) )  
RANGE B R E A K P O I N T  FOR 0 6 P E f  
RbS;E a R E A K C O I N T  FOR Q 6 R E F  
ALT;TCSE REFERENCE F O R  
RPRFD . PGRC 
V A X l H U M  RAhGE FOR C U B I C  
PLT:TUOE REFEREhCE 
C C \ 5 T A \ T  U S E D  TO C O I P U T E  PHAYG 
.?OH101rSO+C6 F T  ti 
. 3 4 0 1 0 9 5 0 + 0 6  F T  L: 
. G 3 3 3 C C C O + C 2  D E C  D 
1 0 b E R  ~ l f ) l T  OX FhAVC I 03 . 3 0 M O u ' 3 0 + 0 2  OEC D 
S L O P E  O F  PHAYC W I T H  L'AW 0 3  -133303C0*01 DEG D 
TABLE A-I(b) .- Continued. 
! 
CESCR I STION NC 
VALUE I U i I T S  YfSSIO)I OEPt*DENT 
CQiSl tHT SYMDO 1 




PHI i n l o  
PHI LM 
P H I  LM2 
03 .3! ' ~WOOt02 OEG 
03 .50CO0000+02 DEG 
0 3 .50CG0000*02 DEG 
03 OEC 
.6000XOG402 I tEADlhC ALfChMENT ROLL CCUXhND 
FHlL:J3 
C H l H  
PHI P 2 C  
CONSTAKT USED 1N PP4SE 2 , . 






- .1  ~c '3CQODt01  
DYNCMIC PRESSURE E R R O R  6CUND 
FOS - I ; A N S I T I O N  TO AUTOLA:*D 
GAIN USED TO CONPUTT OmZLL 
AND OBNZUL 





C E S C R I  PT I C N  3 C VALUE UNITS # 1 f S l O M  DEPthCLhr  C G N 5 T A k T  
Co%'iTA+dT USE3 TO COMPUTE 
QEMKNZ 
PSF 
CO'iSTA!tT USED TO CO'.lPUTE 
GB\ '<hZ 
t.'ACH B R E A K P O I N T  FOR C O l P U T  l N C  
0E:'xriZ 









Q o R E F  LOWER L I M I T  O D R L t ( 1 )  
Q 5 R L L I 2 )  
0 0 R v L 1 1 )  
OBF\'L I i 1 
o a a u L  t 1 I 
O D R U L 1 2 1  
R E R R L M  
RFTC 
R M l h S T /  1 )  
RMIhrST ( 2 )  
mi l  1 )  
R N 1 1 2 )  
R 1 B l  A S  
OeEEF LOWER L l M l f  
CBqEF M I D D L E  L I M I T  
0 8 R E F  UPPER L I M I T  
L I M I T  C N  EERRC 
5 TURN P H A S E  0 3 . 1 3 2 2 0 4 6 0 + 0 6  F T  M 
COY5;Ahf  R t S G E  USED IN COM. 
p ~ T f t i G  EN. E h ' E P .  &hD CMSX 
CONSTAKT USED IN P H A S E 2  
l ~ t T l P T l 0 N  T E S T  
MAC R 1 3 1  US I 03 
TANGENT OF L / L  STEEP G L I D E S L O P E  i 03 
TANCENT OF A / L  STEEP G L I D E S L O P E  ' 03 
TAGLE A - I  (b)  .- Concluded. , 
Q431C P VCO 
0536C P V . D E F  
04GJC P Y E R R L M  
I 
D E S C R l P l I O N  1 , b!C 
I 
CONSTdht  USED T C  COAtcUTE CCCXT ' 03 
I = R T D  G I C C N .  WHERE CON * 
CON ICCS)I 
k A V D A D / D E F A U L t  OBAR S w l T C H  ON 
V E L O C I T Y  
VALUE UNITS 11SS10?d OEPENDEXT 
CONSTlNT  
WElCHT USED FOR I C S  S E t E C T l O h  
--- 
j 03 . 6 5 2 7 C U 0 0 * 0 4  SLUGS 
STEEP G i l D E S L O ? E C i O U N D  0 3  ~ 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 4  FT 
. 
CROSSRANGE E R R J R  BOUND FOR 03 ---_ I .  F T b --,. OUTOLOhO I N I T  1 AT ION WHEN 
I 1. H> H REF 1 
. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 4  
.'\ 
I 
C O E F F I C I E N T  O N  H USCO TO COMPUTE I 0 3  F; D CRCSSaA%GE ERROR POUN3 WHEN D '., 
H< H R E F  1 1 8 0 3 0 0 0 0 + 0 0  \ 
CO:ISTANT USED 10 COhlPUTE 
CROSr'&NCE ERROR GOUND WHEN 
t4< r4 . - F  1 
L l * d I T  ON Y E R R C  ' 03 . *?@00000*03 DEC 0 





V A L V E  U t l i T S  M1SSI f )H D iPEADEt4f  
CChSTANT 
CROSSRANGE ERROR I h T E G R A T O R  
G41h I 
A I R S P E E D  F I L T E R  C O h S T A N t  
SPEED CONTROL F I L T E R  CONSTANT 
A 4 0  
DELTA fB 
OPEN LOOP F I L T E R  CONST ANT 
S P C E C Z G L K E  7 H R E S H D l . D  d?;SLi: 
FACTCZ 
0 3 OEG 0 
.2C)OOC.300+01 
C L W A  R E F  1 ( t  1 STCEP C L ~ D E S L O F E  F L I G H T P A T H  
G?.WAA R R L  l ( 2 )  REFERE!.CE 
GA!:v!A REF 2 5HhL10# GLIDES LOPE F L ICHTPATH 
REFE F;E:.CE 
A L T I T U D E  AT Y H I C H  S f & R T  
C t O S E D  LOOP P U L L U P  
H CLOOP 
H DECAY E~Po?IENT I A L  CAPTURE A L T I T U D E  
REFERENCE 
ti ERROR CGPTUAE M A X I M U M  A L T I T U D E  E R R O R  7 0  
ENGAGE STEEP c L ~ D E S L G P E  
H ERROR MAX PAxIHU;.~ A L T  I l u C E  E R Z O a  
A L T ~ T W D E  TO ST ART C H E C M I h C  
F I N C L  F L A R E  A L T I T U D E  
H FLARE F L I R E  A L T I T U D E  
P L T  I T U D E  ERROR 1NTEGRATOR 
MAX I MUM 
TASLE A - I  (c).- -Cmt inued .  
VALVE UNITS UfSSlCN tEPLh!lE%T 
CONST 
03 1 .26320030*05 F f  
I 
m 
03 1 .26796000+35 F f  kl 
F E E D - F O k w A R 3  G A I N .  F - F  
P ~ T i l u D i  E E R O R  G A I l i .  FSGS 
T f i S L E  A-I (c) . -  Continued. 
W A X 1 f ~ L . J  VALUE C F  ISB 
UArlk'.'.' PCLL I T T I i L D E  
rr,.., ,, .&'i3 
1 DEG 
. Z C C 3 X Y O * 0 2  
! CEG 
.65SG"/JSO+C2 
. v a d > - v ~ r 0 + 0 1  - I P P ~ -  ; I h 3  D 
.13CfCG73*91 j CEG b P S I  C O P  
Q ( 1 . 1 )  
a 11 .21  
!;AT I ~ L V  u t : s ~ r t ~  t n 2 0 z  r a c l  03 ' ,  
C ~ ' . ; T A ~ . T  G C I R C L E  B L ~ I G S  03 
CO'*STA\T  C C I R C L E  P C C l L S  0 3 
CO'*STP'*T G C I R C L E  C A 3 : U S  03 
~ P S L E  O i  REFERfhCE S f J E E 3 6 P A K E  0 3 
I 
P S S Z T ~ C I , ~  rca n r r a n c t : c ~  A L T I T U D E  03 
TABLE All (c) .- Continued 
HC T .  Vb lUE V!4ITf H I S S I O H  DEPENDENT 
CONSTANT 
03 - . 9 9 6 0 0 3 0 0 + 0 2  DEG M 
03. . @ 5 0 0 3 3 0 0 + 0 3  FT H 
03 .8SOOUOGt +03 F T  M 
0  3 S 0 
. 4 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 + 0 1  
DESCRIPT ION H S I D  
w37u 
04GPC P O L I T  I O N S  TOR RETRACT l O Y  PLTITUDE 
v1rrlrhlr:n T IME W I T H  EOUHDED 
ERRSRS FOR TACIICJiTIOt4 
ro STEEP GL IDESLOPE PHASE 
T I M E  CONSTANT. FsGS 
TAU TD 
ILU TO1 
tnu T D ~  
TO L A T  
T I M E  CONSTANT. F F  
T I M E  CONSTANT. F F  
MINI~, !UM TIME WITH BOUNDED 
E A R 9 4  7 0  EtiCAGE LATERAL 
TRCCK 
REFEREhCE A IRSPEED 
AEFEREI ICE AIRSPEED 
w E i S * T  FOR G L I D E S L O P E  
SE lE,CT I ON 
4114 P O I N T  X -D ISTANCE X A I h l  PT 
x LXP f 1 . t )  
x . E x P  ( 1 . 2 )  
x E X P  12 .11  
x f X P  ( 2 . 2 )  
EXPONENTIAL  CAPTURE X D ISTAKCE 
EXPONEhT I A L  CAPTURE X D ISTANCE 
ExPOt4ENT I A L  CAPTURE X DI>TAIdCE 
CONSTANT G C I R C t E  CENTER RANGE 
CONSTANT 6 C I R C L E  CENTLEI R ~ C E  
c o t ~ S T A b t  G C I R C L E  CEt4TtR R,AfdcE 





E'SID • SW SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
_. _97u P,IC VALUE UNITS _ISSION D_.PEND_.NT
" CONSTA_';T
_" 0_54C P x ZERO(If STFEP GLIDESLOPE ZNTERC[P; 03 .[3500000"J.0-'I FT M
-_' ',)4SSC P x ZERO(2} STEEP GLIDESLOPE P_T£RCEPT 03 .55000000+04 FT t,_
=.s 0,160C P Y INLIM CRO(;SR'_NGE ERROff INTEGRATION 03LIMIT FT D
•50000000+02
" K;45ac P Y CAP LATERAL C,_PTURE-DISTANC_ {RC} ._ 03L._...__ .501,00000402
......... __<461C ---P .... V LILtlT CROSSRAMGE ERROR LI_IT
FT " O
....... _ 03 •IO000O,_n+n4 -.€7------- .. D
r

